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Fix a singular, projective, rational curve 3 over an algebraically closed field k of 
characteristic zero with normalisation map A: P’ + 3, and write S+(5) = r(%, 9%) 
for its ring of global differential operators. We prove 

THEOREM 1. The ring g(‘(a) is a Noerherian domain, finirely generated as a 
k-algebra, with a unique minimal non-zero ideal J(Z). Moreover, F(.Y) = 9(%)/J(F) 
is finite-dimensional over k. 

In the case when n is injective we give complete description of the structure of 
2(X). 

THEOREM 2. [f K is injective then 5?(T) is conrained in a unique equivalem 
maximal order, S. and J(T) is the unique non-zero ideal of S. Moreover. 

Here, I is the arithmetic genus of J. Finally, H’(S. KS) is a simple g(,(l‘)-module. 

It follows from Theorem 2 that, unlike the analogous result for atline curves, 
g(S) is not Morita equivalent to g(P”). However, g’(S) is Morita equivalent to 
g(g) for any singular, projective curve ?/ with injective normalisation map 
p: P’ + ?V. We also show that the map r(X, -): G+mod + g(Y)-mod is not exact. 
However, every other aspect of the Beilinson-Bernstein equivalence of categories 
between S+mad and ?S(P’)-mod does have an analogue for X. For example, 
gr@ _ is exact, quasi-coherent S?z-modules are generated by global sections, and 
~,r-IIIod iS a qUOtkIt CakgOry Of ~(%)-InOd. ‘c 1992. Academic Press. Inc. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 

0.1. Fix once and for all an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 
zero. All varieties will be irreducible, algebraic varieties over k. The ring of 
differential operators 9?(%) defined over an alline curve S was studied in 
[SS] and was shown to have many pleasant properties. In particular, it is 
a Noetherian domain, finitely generated as a k-algebra, and has a unique 
minimal non-zero ideal, J(X). Moreover, the factor 9(%)/J(X) is a linite- 
dimensional k-algebra. The situation is particularly pleasant when the nor- 
malisation map a: $ + 3 is injective, as in this case 9(a) is a simple ring 
and is even Morita equivalent to 9(g). (Note that 3? is smooth and so, as 
is well known, 9(g) is a simple Noetherian ring.) The basic technique in 
[SS] is to transfer ring-theoretic properties from B(T) to Q(9) via the 
9(X)-9(g)-bimodule 9($‘, %) = (0 E 9(g): 80 O(g) c U(X)}. Here, 0 
denotes the action of the differential operator 0 on O(g). (We use 0 rather 
than *, as was used in [SS], since * will be used frequently to denote a 
dual object.) 

0.2. The basic aim of this paper is to study the analogous questions 
when ?K is a projective curve and Q(X) is the ring of globally defined 
differential operators over %. 

Let us begin by formally defining the relevant objects for projective 
curves. Thus, let S be a projective curve with sheaf of regular functions 0%. 
Then, following Grothendieck [EGA], we first define 9$, the sheaf of 
rings of differential operators on 3. If U is an open affine subset of .% set 
9$(U) = 0(U) and, inductively define 

Then 9J U) = lJn 93;( U) with multiplication given by composition of 
operators. Of course 0*(U) ‘=9&U) and 9x is defined to be the unique 
quasi-coherent C&-module with sections QZ( U) on an open affne subset U. 
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We denote by 8(Z) the global sections, r(Z”, Pd.), of this sheaf, and call 
it simply the ring of differential operators on LY. The category of sheaves of 
(left) 9.,-modules which are quasi-coherent as Cc’,.-modules will be denoted 
by 9*-mod, while the category of left L?(Z)-modules is denoted by 
.9( SF))-mod. 

If S has normalisation 2, with normalisation map 7c : 2 -+ F‘, then, as in 
[SS], a basic technique in studying St(%) will be to relate it to 9’(g) via 
the 9(T)-a($))-bimodule .9(!?:, 3). Roughly speaking, this is defined to be 
the global sections of the sheaf of differential operators from ?? to F. More 
precisely, take an open affine cover {U,) of 5? and let 8,=x-‘(Ui). We 
write 

and 

9(Oi, U;)= {wi?&): e4&)so~(ui)} 

The sheaf-theoretic definition of 9($, X) is independent of the choice of 
open affine cover. The 9(T)-g(X))-bimodule 59(X, 9) is defined similarly 
and the details may be found in Section 2. 

0.3. Any attempt to generalise the methods of [SS] to an arbitrary pro- 
jective curve 5? soon runs into difficulties. The problem is that gZ may not 
have many global sections; indeed if 9 is a smooth projective curve of 
genus at least two then it is an easy consequence of the Riemann-Roth 
Theorem that Q(3) consists merely of the constant functions k, while if 2 
has genus one then B(f) z k[O]. It follows from [Mn]-see in particular 
[Mn, Theorem D and Corollary 1.1 l]-that 9(a) is similarly small when 
Z has genus at least one. 

0.4. Thus in this paper we shall restrict attention to a singular, rational, 
projective curve %; so X now has normalisation the projective line P’ with 
normalisation map 71: P’ + X. In this case the problems mentioned above 
do not arise since 9(P’) is an infinite-dimensional, primitive k-algebra. 
Indeed, it is an easy exercise to show that 9(P’) 2 U(rjI,(k))/(IR), where Q 
is the Casimir element. Furthermore, it is not difficult to show that 
9(P’, X) is a non-zero one-sided ideal of both 9(P’) and 9(s), and this 
allows one to transfer basic properties of 9(P’) to 9(a). In this way, one 
proves the following result (see Theorem 2.4). 

THEOREM A. Let S be a rational projective curve. Then 

(a) 9(S) is a Noetherian domain of left and right (Gabriel- 
Rentschler) Krull dimension one. 
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(b) 9(X) is a finitely generated k-algebra. 

(4 End,(,) M is a finite-dimensional k-vector space for every Q(3)- 
module M of finite length. 

(d) 9(X) has a unique, minimal non-zero ideal J(S). Moreover 
F(X) = 9(%)/J(%) is a finite-dimensional k-vector space. 

0.5. If Y is an afine curve then one of the significant results from 
[SS] is that Q(“Y) is simple and Morita equivalent to g(8) if (and only 
if) the normalisation map z: @ + +Y is injective. For a rational projective 
curve no such result is possible as one has the following result (see 
Proposition 2.10 and Theorem 3.19(a)). 

PRoPosITroN B. Let F be a singular, rational projective curve. Then 
9(%) is not Morita equivalent to 9(P’). 

If x: & + 3 is not injective then this proposition follows fairly easily 
from the analogous result for affme curves (see Section 2). However, if 7~ is 
injective the reason is much more subtle and is intimately related to the 
next result (see Proposition 3.4). 

PRoPosIrIoN B’. Zf X is a singular, rational projective curve, then the 
global sections jiunctor f(S, - ): gE-mod + 9(5?)-mod is not exact. 

0.6. For the rest of this introduction (and for the bulk of the paper) 
assume that the normalisation map 7t: P’ + % is injective. In order to 
explain the connection between Propositions B and B’, we need to recall 
the famous equivalence of categories of Beilinson and Bernstein [BB]. 
In the very special case of P’, this theorem states that every sheaf in 
G&,-mod is generated by its global sections and that the global sections 
functor f(P’, -) : 9,,-mod + g(P’)-mod is exact. In other words the 
functor T(P’, -) makes the categories L&mod and Q(P’)-mod equivalent. 
The inverse functor is sheafification: G& @ -. 

In order to relate this result to the structure of 9(T)-mod, we use the 
fact that the categories 9,,-mod and 9%-mod are equivalent via the natural 
functors (see Section 3 or [SS, Sect. 61). These two results imply that the 
following diagram is commutative. 

G@%-mod - 9,,-mod 
9r@- 

I 
9pl@- (t) 

9(X)-mod 
as?-, P’)@ I 

* 9( P’)-mod 

Heuristically, if C@(X) were Morita equivalent to g(p’), then that 
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equivalence would have to be via the module &(Z, p’). But, by (t), this 
would imply an equivalence of categories between 9(T)-mod and $,-mod, 
contradicting Proposition B’. 

In order to justify this heuristic argument, one needs a detailed under- 
standing of the bimodules P= 22(X, IJ”) and Q = &?(lp’, :F) and this is 
given in Sections 3 and 4 of this paper. It is shown there that Q is 
a progenerator as a right 9(lF-“)-module and that Q z P* = 
Horn scal,(P, .9(~‘)). On the other hand, 

9’(Z) = End9,PL, PcS(Z)=EndQ. 

Thus, if 9’(X) were Morita equivalent to 9(p’), then it would be a 
maximal order and so equal to S(X). Thus, any Morita equivalence would 
indeed have to be via Q and P. 

0.7. These detailed results about P and Q allow one to turn (t) into an 
effective dictionary between modules and sheaves. This dictionary easily 
implies the first four parts of the following result proved in 3.15 (the final 
part of the theorem is rather more subtle and we will discuss its proof later 
in the Introduction ). 

THEOREM C. (a) The localisation functor 9$@- is exact (equivalently, 
P is a projective right 62(S)-module). 

(b) Every sheaf in 9$-mod is generated by its global sections (equiv- 
alently, B,p~, P is a generator). 

(c) The functor 9.F @- makes 9$-mod into a quotient category of 
i@( %)-mod. 

(d) If iJ is an open affine subset of Z’, then Q&U) is a flat right 
9(X)-module. 

(e) H’(%, CT) is a simple left 9(X)-module. Moreover. the only 
9(X)-modules killed by 9% 0 _ are direct sums of copies of H’(Z, 13~). 

This theorem should be regarded as saying that the only part of the 
Beilinson-Bernstein equivalence of categories that fails to hold for X is the 
exactness of r(3, -). 

0.8. The second consequence of the detailed description of P and Q is 
that it allows one to give a complete description of the structure of .9(s). 
For, it is easy to see that the minimal non-zero ideal J(s) of .9(X) is 
nothing more than the unique non-zero ideal of S(X) = End,r,,,(Q). Thus, 
if m is the non-zero ideal of 9(P’), then 
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and this provides g(X) with the structure of a pull-back: 

This allows us to almost completely characterise the properties of g(X) 
(see Subsections 4.44.10 and Corollary 7.13). 

THEOREM D. (a) Let t be the aithmetic genus of X. Then 

9(X)/J(X) z (Mb(k) k;) c M,, ,(k) = S(X),.z(X”). 

(b) Zf Z and L are the ideals of 9(X) defined by 

and L,J(X) = (Mb’k’ k(y), 

then H’(X, 0%) is a simple left 9(X)/Z-module, while H”(X, $.) is a simple 
left 9(X)/L-module. 

(c) 2?(X) has global dimension two. 

(d) K,(53(X)))h=Ki(k)@Ki(k)@Ki(k) for all i>O. 

In Theorem 7.10 we prove that, ironically, one cannot replace P’, in 
Proposition B, by any other curve with injective normalisation P’. 

THEOREM E. Zf X and g are singular, projective, rational curves with 
injective normalisation maps then 9(X) and I are Morita equivalent. 
This equivalence is via the natural functor 9(X, ?Y)@I _ and sends H’( X, ox) 
to H’(?Y, 08). 

0.9. The proof that H’(X, 0%) is simple is rather roundabout but in out- 
line is as follows. First, we show in Section 6 that any two pull-backs of the 
form described in (1) are Morita equivalent. In Section 7, we use this to 
prove Theorem E. Finally, as is observed in Section 5, H’(XI, Q,) is 
one-dimensional for the plane cuspidal cubic curve, X,. Thus Theorem E 
implies that H’(X, OF) is simple for any curve X. This then allows one to 
determine the kernel of QF@- in Theorem C and to show that the value 
of the integer t in Theorem D (which is the only part of that result that 
does not follow easily from (I)) is actually the arithmetic genus. 

It is perhaps worth remarking that Section 5 also gives a direct, elemen- 
tary description of the various objects S?(X), 9(P’, X), S(X), etc., in the 
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case when 3’ = 3,. Thus the reader may prefer to read this section before 
studying the general results of Sections 24. 

0.10. Section 8 is devoted to the study of the associated graded ring of 
Q(X). The main result is: 

THEOREM F. (a) gr g(X)cgr 9(/P’) when 9(F) and zZ?(P’) are given 
the natural filtration bll order of differential operator. 

(b) gr 9( P’)/gr 52(X) is a finite-dimensional k-vector space. 

(c) gr 9(X) is an affine, Noetherian, commutative domain. 

In Section 9 some twisted rings of differential operators on X are studied. 
If dp is an invertible sheaf on X then one defines the sheaf of differential 
operators with coefficients in 3 to be QY = $P 0 ~33~ 0 L? ~~ ‘. Denote by 
9JX) the global sections of this sheaf. It is shown in Section 9 that 
Theorem A also holds for gY(X). However, the main result is: 

THEOREM G. (a) 9,JX) is Morita equivalent to one of the rings 9(P’), 
S(X), or U(sl,)/(B + 1). Moreover, all these possibilities can occur. 

(b) If dp is generated by global sections and H’(X, 2’) =0 then 
9JX) is Morita equivalent to 9(P’). Further, the global sections functor 
provides an equivalence of categories between 9y-mod and 9JF)-mod, and 
r(X, 2’) is a simple 9JX)-module. 

0.11. This research was conducted as part of the SERC Grant 
GR/E255 11 and the first author thanks the SERC for financial support via 
a Research Assistantship. 

1. ORDERS EQUIVALENT TO 9(P') 

1.1. In [RS] the authors show that orders equivalent to the first Weyl 
algebra A, inherit many of the nice properties of A,, in particular they are 
finitely generated Noetherian domains. This formed one of the main steps 
of the proof given in [SS, Mu] that .$3(X), for X an afline curve, is a 
finitely generated Noetherian domain. When X is a rational projective 
curve the role of A, is taken by the ring g(t.P’) and so one needs to under- 
stand the structure of orders equivalent to this ring. That is the aim of this 
section. In effect the results and proofs of this section are very similar to 
those of [RS] except that one continually has to cope with the extra com- 
plications arising from the fact that g(P’) has a finite-dimensional module 
and that this module has homological dimension greater than 1. 
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1.2. Given an Ore domain R, write Quot(R) for its quotient division 
ring. A second subring S of Quot(R) is an order equivalent to R if there 
exist non-zero elements a, b, c, dE Quot( R) such that aRb s S and cSd s R. 
The ring R is a maximal order in Quot(R) if it is equivalent to no order 
S with R s S. A finitely generated (right) R-submodule of Quot( R) is called 
a fractional (right) R-ideal. Given a fractional right (left) R-ideal Z we will 
identify Hom.(Z, R) with 

I* = (ZR)* = {fkQuot(R): 01s R} 

respectively 

(RZ)*= {&Quot(R):Z8ER}. 

The module Z is called reflexive if I= Z **. Similarly, End(Z,) will be iden- 
tified with O(Z,) = (6~ Quot(R): BZr Z>. As usual, the subscript will be 
dropped if it is clear from the context. Note that O(Z) is a natural example 
of an order equivalent to R. 

1.3. There are a number of elementary properties of orders that will be 
used frequently, usually without comment, in the sequel. For the reader’s 
convenience we now state the ones that will be used most frequently. 
Throughout R will denote an Ore domain with quotient division ring 
Quot(R) and Z will be a fractional right R-ideal. 

(a) (zR)* s (Endd)*. 
(b) If I, is projective then Z is certainly reflexive. The converse holds 

if R has global dimension < 2, written gldim R < 2 (see [Ba, Proposi- 
tion 5.23 ). 

(c) If I, is projective then, by the dual basis lemma, 1 E II* and 
hence EndCllZ is a generator; that is, End(Z) = Z( EndC,,Z)*. 

(d) If R is a maximal order and Z is reflexive, then End(Z) is also a 
maximal order (see [MR, Proposition 5.1.11, p. 1361). 

(e) Suppose that R is a maximal order and that S is an order equiv- 
alent to R. If Z is a fractional left S-ideal such that R E O(,Z) then 
R = O(Z). In particular, if .Z is a fractional right R-ideal, then R = End 
(ocJ,J) and (JR)* = (EndcJIJ)*. 

(f) If R is a maximal order and o,l,Z is a generator then I, is projec- 
tive. (Use (e).) 

(g) If R has a unique minimal non-zero ideal m and Z is projective 
then O(Z) has a unique minimal non-zero ideal ZmZ*. If R has only finitely 
many non-zero ideals then O(Z) has no more ideals than R and one has 
equality if and only if I, is a progenerator. (Use the fact that II* = O(Z). 
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Thus XH I*XZ gives an injective map from the lattice of ideals of O(Z) to 
the lattice of ideals of R contained in Trace(l) = I*I.) 

We leave the (routine) verification of the results stated above as an 
exercise to the reader. 

1.4. The properties of a ring that interest us are the following: 

1.4(a) R is a Noetherian domain of left and right 
(Gabriel-Rentschler) Krull dimension one. 

1.4(b) R contains a central subfield k and is a finitely generated 
k-algebra. 

1.4(c) End,(M) is a finite-dimensional k-vector space for every 
R-module M of finite length. 

1.4(d) For every non-zero (left or right) ideal J of R, J**/J is linite- 
dimensional over k. 

1.4(e) R has a unique, minimal non-zero ideal K. Moreover R/K is 
finite-dimensional. 

1.5. The point behind the properties given in (1.4) is, of course, that we 
intend to show that they are satisfied whenever R=g(X) for a rational, 
projective curve 3. We begin by showing that these properties are satisfied 
by 9(P’). As remarked in the Introduction, 9(P’) is isomorphic to an 
appropriate factor ring of the enveloping algebra U(eI,(k)) and so the 
desired result follows from the next lemma. 

bMMA. Let R be an infinite-dimensional, primitive factor ring of 
U(sI,(k)). Then R satisfies the properties (1.4) and, moreover, is a maximal 
order. 

ProoJ That R has Krull dimension one is proved in [Sm], while the 
rest of 1.4(a),(b), (c), and (e) are standard (see, for example, [Di] or 
[St, Sect. 11). That R is a maximal order is proved in [St, Lemma 3.11. 
Thus it remains to prove 1.4(d). Since this fact is presumably well known 
(and the proof closely resembles that of [St, Theorem 2.61) some of the 
details will be left to the reader. 

Let 

be the standard basis elements for 51, and write 52 = h(h - 2) + 4ef for the 
Casimir element. We will identify e,f, and h with their images in R; thus 
52 - 1= 0 in R, for some A E k. Let J be a right ideal of R such that J**/J 
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is infinite-dimensional and set K= J**. Set %? = {en} and Y = (fn} c R. 
Since e and f act ad-nilpotently on U(e1,) it follows easily that W and 9’ 
are Ore sets in R. Moreover, R, and R, are both isomorphic to localisa- 
tions of A, and hence are hereditary. Now an elementary exercise shows 
that (J*), = (J,)* and hence that K, = (J,)**. Since R, is hereditary this 
forces K, = Jq and, similarly, K, = J,. Now, by 1.4(a), there exist right 
ideals JG J, 5 J2 G K such that J,/J, is an infinite-dimensional simple 
module. Thus (J2)% = (J,),. Thus we may pick x E J2\ J, such that xe E J,. 
However, one also has -xf” E J, for some integer n and, as a-A =O, 
x(h(h - 2) -A) E J1. It follows that J2/J, = xR + J,/J, is finite-dimensional, 
a contradiction. 

Remark. Combined with [St, Proposition 3.53, the above lemma shows 
that U= U(sl?)/(IR + 1) is a simple ring of infinite global homological 
dimension in which every right ideal is reflexive. It is amusing to note that 
every right ideal of U is either projective or has infinite homological dimen- 
sion. 

1.6. The following observation will be used repeatedly and without par- 
ticular comment. Let A be a k-algebra, Zc J right ideals of A such that J/Z 
is finite-dimensional and K a finitely generated left A-module. Then JK/IK 
is a homomorphic image of J/Z@, A (n1, for some integer n, and hence is 
finite-dimensional. 

LEMMA. Let R be a ring satisfying properties (1.4) and assume that R is 
a maximal order in Quot(R). Let P be a projective, fractional right ideal of 
R. Then S = End(P) is also a maximal order satisfying (1.4). 

Proof. The fact that S is a maximal order follows from 1.3(d) while S 
is finitely generated over k by [MS, Corollary 11. By the dual basis lemma, 
S = PP* and so -OS P provides an injective map from the lattice of right 
ideals of S to the lattice of R-submodules of P. This immediately shows 
that property 1.4(a) holds for S while 1.4(e) follows from 1.3(g). If A4 is a 
right S-module of finite length then MOP is torsion and hence of finite 
length as a right R-module. If 8 E End,(M), with 8 # 0, then 8 induces an 
endomorphism 8 @ 1 E End,(M@ P). Tensoring again with P* shows that 
80 1 is non-zero. Thus 

dim, End,(M)<dim, End,(M@P)< co. 

Finally, suppose that J is a right ideal of S for which J**/J is infinite- 
dimensional. Since J**/J= J**PP*JJPP*, the R-module J**P/JP must 
also be infinite-dimensional. Therefore, by 1.4(d), there exists 8 E Quot(R) 
such that BJPER but fIJ**P $Z R. Equivalently, BJG(P,)* but 
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8J** p P*. Since (PR)* = (,P)* by 1.3(e), this in turn forces POJG S but 
PdJ** g S. Since J* = J*** this is absurd. Thus ( 1.4) holds for right 
S-modules. Interchanging the roles of P and P* shows that it also holds for 
left S-modules. 

1.7. We now combine the earlier results and prove 

THEOREM. Let R be a primitive, infinite-dimensional factor ring of 
iJ(sI,(k)), Q a non-zero right ideal of R and T a ring for which 
Q E T E End( QR). Then T satisfies properties ( 1.4). 

ProoJ: We begin with two simplifications. There is one primitive factor 
ring, call it R, , of U(s1,) that has infinite homological dimension (see [St, 
Proposition 3.51). In this case R, = End(P,) where S is a second primitive 
factor ring of U(el,) and P is a projective right ideal of S. If R = R, then 
PC R and so 

Thus replacing Q by QP and R by S, if necessary, we may assume that R 
has finite homological dimension, gldim R = d < co. By [St, Theorem 2.61, 
again, this implies that d< 2. 

Secondly, let m be the minimal non-zero ideal of R. By Lemma 1.5, 
Q* */Q is finite-dimensional and so Q**m = Qm G Q. Also, End Q** G 
End Q**m. But, by 1.3(d), End Q** is a maximal order and so End Q** = 
End Q**m. Thus, replacing Q by Qm, we may assume that End Q = 
End Q **. Since gldim R< 2, the significance of these reductions is that 
Q ** is projective (see 1.3(b)) and so Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6 imply that 
E = End Q does satisfy (1.4). 

We may now apply [RS, Proposition 11. This implies that T is a left 
Noetherian ring of left Krull dimension one and that 1.4(c) holds for left 
T-modules. Let M= QT. Then 

TG O,(M) = (0 E E: MO c M). 

Since 0 (M)/M z End,( E/M), this implies that T/M is finite-dimensional. 
Thus, by [RS, Proposition 23, T is a finitely generated k-algebra. Since 
QR** is projective it is clear that the minimal non-zero ideal of E is 
V= Q**mQ* = QmQ*. Thus, if I is an ideal of T, then 

II MIM= (EQTIE)QTz VQT= VM. 

Thus VM is the unique minimal non-zero ideal of T. Moreover since E/V 
and T/M are finite-dimensional, so is T/VM. Since we will not need 1.4(d) 
in the future, we leave it as an easy exercise to the reader. 
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Thus the properties of (1.4) do hold for left T-modules and in order to 
complete the proof, we need to show that 1.4(a) and 1.4(c) hold on the 
right. To do this we use an idea from [RS]. Let n= (&)**. By 1.3(d), 
F= End(,fi) is a maximal order and so, by 1.3(e), F= End ,J where 
X= .CCQJ,*~l**. Thus by Lemma 1.6, F satisfies (1.4). Moreover, 
VM = VMs T E End VM = F. Since VM is therefore a right ideal of F, 
the earlier part of the proof may be used to show that T satisfies (1.4) on 
the right. 

2. GENERAL STRUCTURE OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 

2.1. Let ?Y be an afline algebraic curve with normalisation @. The basic 
technique used in [SS] was to study the structure of g(Y) via the object 

LqB,“y)= {eEcii@): e4J(B)EL”(2q}. 

Now suppose that X is a singular rational projective curve, so S has nor- 
malisation P’. In this section we introduce and give the elementary proper- 
ties of the analogous objects g(P’, S) and 9(X’, P’). These will, however, 
be sufficient to prove a number of results about the general structure of 
g(a); in particular to show that it is a finitely generated Noetherian 
k-algebra. 

2.2. We begin by fixing some notation. Unless otherwise stated X will 
denote a rational, projective curve (and, as mentioned in the Introduction, 
all varieties are assumed to be algebraic and irreducible). Since X is 
rational it has normalisation P’ and there is a canonical morphism 
n: P’ + X, If U is a non-empty, open, afline subset of !Z then 8= 7~ I’ 
is defined to be the open afline subset of P’ with the property that C(8) 
is the integral closure of O(U) in its field of fractions K( P’) = K(s). In this 
paper 0 will always denote the set defined in this way. A useful fact, and 
one that we will use without further reference, is that any (non-empty) 
open subset U of %, with U # 3, is afline (see [Ha, Exercise IV.1.4, 
p. 2981). 

Given an open affine subset U of F, define 

9(0, U)= {eE5@(o):eoO(ZI)a!yU)} 

and 
9(u, 8)= {eE~(K(Pl)):eoO(u)c~(0)). 

Observe that B(I?, U) is naturally a g(U)-9(o)-bimodule while 9(U, 0) 
is a 5?( o)-g( U)-bimodule. The direct image functor II.,., defined by 
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(rcL* !?SPl)( U) =9,,(o), makes rr* 9n I into a sheaf of rings, quasi-coherent 
as an CT-module, the C>-module action coming from the inclusion 
P&V) E (TC*C$)( U) = P,,(U). Denote by 7~* C&,-mod the category of 
sheaves of left rc* PPl-modules which are quasi-coherent &.,-modules. The 
argument of [Ha, Exercise 11.5.171 shows that z* : O,,-mod + n* 2?!,,-mod 
is an equivalence of categories. Denote by 9(n,l’ip,, 19~) the sheaf of 
9*-rr* PPl-bimodules with sections 9( 0, U) over U. Define the sheaf of 
right 9n,-modules g(c”,,, ~‘0~) by II* Q(PP,, ~-‘P~)=~(~.J?,,, l-). 
Similarly Q?(LC$-, rc*Q) is the sheaf of rr* 9Pl-9Y-bimodules with sections 
Q’( U, 0) over U and 9?(n-‘CS~, Cal) is the sheaf of left C&,-modules defined 
by rc, 9(7c-‘fl.,, O,,) = 9(Cz-, R*&~,). We write 

GqP’, 2”) = I-(X, T3(7r*cTip,, OS)) 

and 

%yx, P’) = z-(X, 9(Gz, n*e,,)). 

Notice that 9(P’, 5) is a 9(X)-9(P’)-bimodule and that 9(X, P’) is a 
9(lPi)-9(X)-bimodule. 

Given any open afline cover {U,} of X, then it is easy to see that 

Q=Q(P’,X)=n 52(oi, U,) 
I 

and 

P=~(x, P+ n qui, oi). 

In this paper, P and Q will only be used to denote these objects. 

2.3. The structure of 9?(P’) is easy to determine. For, pick two points on 
Pi, which we may as well assume to be at 0 and co, and take the afline 
cover U, = P’ \ { co } and U2 = P’ \{O}. Thus each Ui is isomorphic to the 
affme line A ‘. Taking t to be a coordinate function on A ’ z U, we have 

while 

23( U,) = k[t, a] for a = a/at 

qu,)=k[t-1, a/a(t-‘)l=k[t-1, Pa]. 
An easy computation shows that 

~(IFp’)=~(u,)n~(u,)=k[a, ta, Pa-j. 
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However, it tends to be rather difficult to describe g(S) explicitly in this 
manner and so one of the basic techniques of this paper will be to use P 
and Q to transfer properties of g(P’) to C?(S). Their basic structure is 
described by the next few results. 

PROPOSITION. 9(P’, Y) is a non-zero right ideal of 9(P’) and a left 
ideal of 9(Z). 

Proof By its construction, 5?J(P’, 3.) is a right ideal of a(P”) and a left 
ideal of g’(T) and so it only remains to prove that 9(P’, %) #O. Let 
iu 17 . . . . U,} be an open aftine cover of 3 and, as usual, write { 0, , . . . . oM} 
for the corresponding cover of P’, where oi = K ~ ‘( Ui) for each i. Now, 
9(PL, X) = oi g( oi, Vi). Since g(p’) is an Ore domain, in order to prove 
that g(P’, 3) # 0, it suffices to prove G@( oi, Vi) n ?2( P’) # 0, for each i. 
Fix U = Ui for some i. Observe that o= A’ \k%, for some finite set of points 
H, in aftine l-space A ‘. Thus, if t is a coordinate on A’, then O( 8) = k[rlr, 
where 0 #f E k[t] defines H. As indicated earlier, g(P’) is just the subring 
k[& td, r’ir] of g(A’)=k[r, a]. Now 5+(0, U) contains the conductor 
ann,(,,,( 0( 8)/0( U)) an d so there exists go k[t] n 5@( 0, U) with g # 0. The 
identity 

tPi3P+‘=(fPi)P)il’= fl (tf3-i) CEQ(p’), 
(I:: > 

for any integers p and r, ensures that ga’ E 5?(p’) for r = deg g. Thus 
Q( 0, U) n g( P ’ ) # 0; as required. 

2.4. The first main result is an easy consequence of Proposition 2.3. 

THEOREM A. Let X be a rational, projective curve. Then 

(1) 23(Z) is a Noetherian domain of left and right Krull dimension 

(b) 23(Z) is a finitely generated k-algebra. 

(c) If M is a Q(9)-module offinite length, then End,(,, M is a finite- 
dimensional k-vector space. 

(d) Q(%) has a unique, minimal non-zero ideal, J= J(Z). Moreover 
F(X) = 9(%)/J(S) is finite-dimensional over k. 

Proof: By Proposition 2.3, G@P’, X) is a non-zero right ideal of C@(llp’) 
for which 

Now apply Theorem 1.7. 
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One question raised by Theorem A is: What is the structure of 
9(%)/J(Z)? In Sections 4 and 7 we will completely answer this question in 
the case when the normalisation map n: P’ + 2’ is injective. 

2.5. COROLLARY. Let F be a rational, pmjectioe curue. Then 

(i) 9(P’, 3) is a finitely generated, non-zero right ideal qf 5?(lF”) 
and a finitely generated left ideal of G?(T). 

(ii) ~‘(~, p’) is afinitelJv generated, non-zero, fractional right 23(X)- 
ideal and a finitely generated, fractional left 2( P ’ )-ideal. 

(iii) S?(P’, S)C [9cpLj9(3?, PI)]* n [2?($, P’),,,.,]* and 

Proof: Since g’(Z) and Q(P’) are Noetherian, part (i) is immediate 
from Proposition 2.3. Pick an open affine cover {U,, . . . . U,) of % with 
corresponding cover ( 8,) . . . . o,,, ) for P’. Then 

GqLiY-, P’)LqP’, 3)s (-) 9(Ui, Oi) Lq8i, U,)G f-j qzr,)=~(P’). (2.51) 

Similarly, Q?( P’, 3) 9(5Y, P’) c g(Z). Thus, if q is any non-zero element 
of .G@( P’, X), then as left modules 

Thus L?(Z’, p’) is a finitely generated left 5?(P’)-module. Similarly, 

~(2”“, P’) z qY(s”, IFJ’) E Q’(Z) 

and so, by Theorem 2.4, 5?($, P’) is a finitely generated right g(X)- 
module. Finally, as 9(X, [FD’)z~(F)+ g(p’), it is certainly non-zero. 
This proves part (ii). Part (iii) is an immediate consequence of (2.51) and 
the sentence thereafter. 

2.6. In [SS] the module g(8, “Y) for JY an affine curve with normalisa- 
tion @, was used extensively to understand the structure of 58(CV). For a 
rational, projective curve !X, the corresponding module L@ P’, X) will again 
play a significant role, but its properties are much more subtle and so we 
will also need to use a(%, P”) far more than s($Y, 4) was used in [SS]. 
The reason for this is that S(P’) is no longer hereditary and so the ques- 
tion of when Q(P’, %) and a(%, P’) are projective becomes subtle and 
important. For example, the main theorem of the next section shows that 
when rr is injective (but % is singular) 9(X, [Ip’) is not projective yet 
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In contrast, if g is an afkre curve for which 7t: @ + $Y is injective then 
g(“Y) = Endgca, L@@‘, “Y) = End,(@) g,(+Y/, @). 

2.7. Consider g(P’). As has been seen in this, and the last, section there 
are two convenient representations of g(P’), either as 

qP’)=k[a, ta, ?a] CA, =k[t, a] (2.7.1) 

with maximal ideal m = &4?(P’) + tdg(P’) + t2Z3(P’), or as the factor 
U(sI,(k))/(Q) of the enveloping algebra of 51,. If e,f, h are the generators 
of 51, described in (1.5) then the equivalence of the two representations is 
obtained by setting 

e = a, h= -2ta, and f = -t*a. 

In this paper we will have occasion to consider various specific right ideals 
of L@(P’). The basic facts we require are contained in the next lemma. 

LEMMA. Write 9(P’) as in (2.7.1), and set 

w= (ta - 1) 9~~1) + t*a2qP) and v= ta9pl) + t2a9py. 

Then 

(i) M=9(P’)/W is a simple right Q(P’)-module. 
(ii) As a right 9(P’)-module, N=A,/tA,z9(P’)/V is a non-split 

module of length two. It has socle N, = (&?(P’)+ tA,)/tA, z:M while 
N/N, z 22( P’)/m. 

(iii) (t’A,+(ra-l)A,)nQ(P’)= W. 
(iv) tA,ng(P’)= V. 

Proof. We begin with (iv). Certainly rA, n9(P’)z V. Now, by (2.7.1) 

9qP) =k[a] 0 (ta9pl) + t2aqP)) (2.7.2) 

and so, if the above containment is strict, tA, n g( P’) n k[a] # 0. This is 
clearly absurd and so (iv) is proven. Now consider part (ii). Since 
A,/tA, = tA, + k[a]/tA, = g(P’) + tA,/tA, certainly as right G@(P’)- 
modules A,/tA,rQ(P’)/V. By (2.7.2), ~(P’)/V~k[a], as a right k[a]- 
module. Thus any proper factor module of g( P1 )/V (over either $3( P’) or 
@a]) must be finite-dimensional. But the only finite-dimensional factor of 
L@(P’) is g(P’)/m 2 k. Since m 3 V, this forces g(P’)/V to have length 
two, corresponding to the chain 
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Clearly m + tA,/tA, = N,. Moreover, if N were a split module, then it 
would have to have a finite-dimensional submodule; a contradiction. Thus 
Iv, = Soc( N). 

Next, consider the simple module m/k’2 L@(P’)/aQ(P’) n V. Now 
a( tS - 1) = ta* E V and a( t’d) = ts( ta + 1) E V. Consequently, the right 
annihilator, Z= r-ann(S + V/V) contains W= (t? - 1) 9(P’) + (?a) 9(P’). 
The argument of the last paragraph shows that every proper factor module 
of Q(P’)/ W is finite-dimensional. Since m/V2 9(P’)/Z is an infinite- 
dimensional, simple module, this therefore implies that W= Z. Thus W is 
a maximal right ideal of 9( P’). This completes the proof of (ii) and (i). 

Finally, X = ?A, + (td - 1) A r is a proper right ideal of A, and certainly 
Xn 9(P’) 2 W. The maximality of W therefore forces Xn 9(P1) = W. 

An alternative proof to part (ii) of the above lemma is to note that 
g(lF”)/V is a Verma module for U(sl,(k)). Since this module is trans- 
parently not simple, standard theory says that it has length two with socle 
m/V. Similarly, M is a Verma module which, since W $E m, must be the 
simple Verma module. However, the details of this approach take almost 
as long as the elementary proof given above. 

2.8. For the rest of this section we will consider the case when the nor- 
malisation map 7~: P’ -+ F is not injective and show that, in this case, 
Q(X) is not a maximal order. Unfortunately this does not seem to follow 
easily from the corresponding result proved in [SS, Theorem 3.73 for affrne 
curves; a point we will return to in Remark 2.11. 

LEMMA. Let F be a rational, projective curve such that 71: P’ + 37 is not 
injective. Then, for an appropriate choice of coordinate function t, one has 

~(~‘,~))(t*-t)a~(~1)~~t(~‘)=k[a, ta, Pal. 

Proof: By deleting one smooth point from 3 and its (single) preimage 
in IFPI, one obtains an open afftne subset, U of X, such that 
o= K’( U) z A’. By an appropriate choice of the coordinate function t, 
we may assume that rc(0) = K( 1). Thus, 

O(U)sk+t(t-l)k[t]cU(D)=k[t]. 

By [SS, Proposition 4.4(a)], 9(fl, Lr) c (t* - t)k[t, a]. Thus, 9(P’, 5Y) G 
9(P’) n (t* - t)k[t, a] and it suffices to prove 

2.9. SUBLEMMA. GB(P') n (t* - t)k[t, LJ] = (t* - t) iYO(P’). 

Proof: Clearly Z= (r*- t) &@(P’)G X=C@(P’)n (t2- t)k[t, a]. Now 
certainly 
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Moreover (after the change of variable t H t + l), Lemma 2.7(iv) implies 
that Y=(t-l)J~(~‘)+(t-l)2d~(P1). Since (t-l)dEY\X, certainly 
Y # X. Now consider Z. Then 

Y/zS((d9(P’)+(t-l)a9(w))/ta9(w) 

= (iE9(PL) + m(P’))/taqP’) 

and hence Y/Z is a homomorphic image of 9(P”)/(td - 1) g(lP’) + 
t2dG2(P1) = M. But, by Lemma 2.7(i), M is simple. Since Y# X, this forces 
X = Z, as required. 

2.10. PROPOSITION. Let X be a rational, projective curve such that 
‘IL: P’ + X is not injective. Then 9(X) is not a maximal order. In particular, 
9(X) is not a simple ring and is not Morita equivalent to 9(P’). 

ProoJ: Suppose that Q(X) is a maximal order and set Q = 9(P’, X) 
and P = 9(X, P’). Throughout the proof L* will stand for the dual of L, 
as a C@(P’)-module. From the chain 

Q**m c Q c Q(X) c EndgCpl, Q 
E EndsCp,,(Q**) = End(Q**m) 

one obtains that g(X) = End Q = End(Q**). Since gldim C$(P’) = 2 (see 
[St, Theorem 2.6]), Q** is a projective right ideal of g(lF”). Thus 
5@(X) = End Q** = Q**Q*, by the dual basis lemma. Moreover, by 
(1.3)(g), the unique minimal, non-zero ideal of g(X) is just Q**mQ*. Now 
consider Q**P. Since this is an ideal of g(X), certainly Q**P? Q**mQ*. 
Thus Q*Q**PzQ*Q**mQ*. Now Q*Q** is an ideal of g(P”), and so 
either Q*Q** =g(P’) or Q*Q** = m. Since mz = m, both possibilities 
force P 1 mP = mQ *. By Lemma 2.8, Q E (t2 - t) dg(P’). Thus 

P~mQ*~m~(~‘)d-‘(t2-t)-13d~-‘(t2-t)-’=(t2-t)-1. 

But now let U be the open afhne subset of X defined in Lemma 2.8. Then 
P=G@(X, p’)~g(U, I?) and so 

k[t]=O(8)2P~O(U)3(t2-t)-‘(l)=(t2-t)-’; 

a contradiction. 

2.11. Remark. Let X be as in Proposition 2.10 and U be the open afline 
subset defined by Lemma 2.8. Then [SS, Theorem 3.73 proves that k@(U) is 
not a maximal order and it is tempting to suppose that this fact should 
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quickly imply that g!(Z) is not a maximal order. This seems not to be the 
case. For example, consider the idealizer 

R=O(k[t,S]S)=k+k[r,S]S, 

which is certainly not a maximal order. Then, clearly R contains the maxi- 
mal order C@(lP’). Note that this example is very similar to the situation 
that occurs for the simple node. Indeed, if F is the nodal curve in P2, then 
(with U as above) C(U) = k + (t2 - t)k[t] c k[t] = c”( 0). Thus 

9(U)=k+(t’-t)k[t,d]cO((t2-t)k[t,d]) 

(see [SS, Proposition 4.4(b)]). It follows easily from Sublemma 2.9 that 

?2(T)=k+~(P’,~)=k+(t2-t)iB(P’)=~(U)n~(P’). 

The description of g(X), for the plane nodal curve, was first obtained by 
I. Musson. We would like to thank him for communicating his computa- 
tions to us as they suggested the approach of Lemma 2.8. 

3. CURVES WITH INJECTIVE NORMALISATION MAP 

3.1. In this section 57 will always stand for a projective curve with nor- 
malisation map n: P’ + 57. The aims of this section are to complete the 
proof of Proposition B of the Introduction, by showing that C@(X) is not 
Morita equivalent to g(P’), and to investigate the relationship between 
the categories gF-mod and g(X)-mod. To do this will require a detailed 
analysis of the modules g(%, P’) and Q( P’, 3). As in Section 2, we will 
usually write P=g(X’, Pi) and Q=g(pi,?E). 

3.2. If U is an open aftine subset of 3 and 8= n-‘( U) then, thanks to 
[SS], the structure of g(U) and g(o, U), etc., is well understood. The 
following special case of Beilinson and Bernstein’s famous theorem allows 
us to pull some of this information down to g(X). 

THEOREM. (i) There is an equivalence of categories between S&mod and 
9(P’)-mod, the category of left 9(P’)-modules. This is provided by the 
mutually inverse functors 

A!Hr(PJl, .A!) and MHQ@@M 

for JZESZ~~ ,-mod and ME SS(P’)-mod. Moreover, these functors restrict to 
give an equivalence between the category of coherent ~Pl-modules and that 
of finitely generated 9( P’ )-modules. 
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(ii) Let { 8,, . . . . 0, } be an open affine cover of P ‘. Then @ 52( 8,) is 
a faithfully flat right 9( P’)-module. 

Proof. Part (i) is a special case of [BB]. That part (ii) is a consequence 
of (i) is observed in [HS]. 

3.3. By construction, Q(%, 5”) = f(P’, 5?(n-‘DF, O,,)). If U is an open 
affine subset of X and 8= npl( U) the corresponding subset of P’, then 

r(Qq7c-‘o~, s,,))=r(u,~(~~,7F*Lopl))=~(u, 8). 

Thus our next result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2. 

COROLLARY. Let % be a rational, projective curve with normalisation 
map JZ: P1 + 3. If U is an open affine subset of % with 7c-l( U) = t! then 
LquI)q2-, P’)=9(U, 0). 

3.4. The structure of C?&(S) would be easy to determine if Theorem 3.2 
also held with Pi replaced by 57. Unfortunately it is easy to see that this 
cannot be the case. 

PROPOSITION. Let g be any projective curve (not necessarily rational) 
such that CV is not isomorphic to P ‘. Then ZJ%, -) is not an exact functor 
from %&-mod to 52(9-mod. 

Proof. The key point is that, by [Ha, Exercise IV.1.8 and Exercise 
111.5.3], one has H’(Y’, Co,) # 0. Now, 03 is certainly a coherent 
g%-module, while the constant sheaf K(g), of rational functions on CY, is 
a g%-module which is quasi-coherent as an &&-module. Thus, as K(g) is 
flasque, H’(CY’, K(3)) =O. Therefore, on applying ZJ+Y, -) to the exact 
sequence in g9-mod 

one obtains the exact sequence 

o~k~K(~)~r(~,K(Y)/~~)~H’(~,O,)~o. (3.4.1) 

Since H’(%Y, 0,) # 0, this implies that f(Y, -) is not exact. 

Remark. Observe that the sequence (3.4.1) gives Z-Z’(g, 0%) the 
structure of a Q(g)-module. This module will play an important role in 
understanding the structure of B(g). 

The following alternative description of the g(X)-module structure on 
H’(Y”, 0,) will prove useful. Let Q = { U,, U,> be an open afine cover of 
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X. Then it follows from the construction of [Ha, Lemma 4.4, p. 2211 that 
the natural isomorphism 

is a g(s)-module map. 

3.5. For the rest of this section, 3 will denote a rational, projective curve 
for which the normalisation map x: P’ + 9” is injective. 

Ironically, given this assumption, Proposition 3.4 gives the only signifi- 
cant way in which Theorem 3.2 fails to hold for z?&-mod (see, in particular 
Theorem 3.15). One reason for this is that, by [SS, Sect. 63, there is an 
equivalence of categories between gz-mod and C?$,-mod. As a consequence, 
one has the following method for factoring the functor ~zO~~s,~. 

~OPOSITION. Let P = 9?(%“, p’) and write 3 = C@(X,B,I, OS) for 
the sheaf defined in (2.2). Define a map q: 7c* $2pl-mod + S&-mod bj 
fl= 220, s(P’)m. 

l 

Then the following diagram commutes 

9(X)-mod 

p@W- 

+ 9( PI)-mod 

(3.5.1) 

Moreover, the three maps c?B~I@~(~~,~, 7c*, and ‘1 are alI equivalences of 
categories. 

Proof As usual, let U be an open afine subset of X and set 
o= x-‘(U). Then, as in (3.3), 

is the sheaf of left ti* $&modules with sections g( 17, 0) over U. Thus, 
18 rr*(?$ @ P) is the sheaf of left z!8r-modules with sections 

f(u,~~~*(~~l~pP))=~(~, wo,(o)wh O=wJ), 

where the tinal equality follows from [SS, Proposition 3.141. Thus, as U 
was an arbitrary, open affrne subset of 3, we have proved that 

as is required to show that (3.51) commutes. 
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That the maps gpI @9(p1)m and rr* are equivalences of categories, follows 
from Theorem 3.2 and (2.2) respectively. Finally, [SS, Sect. 6.11 shows 
that the mutually inverse functors 9(rr,B,, , O,,) 0 _ and 9(oX, rr*05) @- 
give an equivalence between ?I* G&mod and 9,-mod. 

3.6. It is clear from Proposition 3.5 that one needs to understand 
9?(5?, P’) in terms of the sheaf-theoretic data, and much of this section will 
be devoted to obtaining such an understanding. The following abstract 
result will prove useful. 

LEMMA. Let (R,: je J} be a finite set of Noetherian domains. Suppose 
further that R = n,,, Rj is Noetherian with Quot(R) = Quot(R,), for each j. 

(a) If M is a fractional left R-ideal with M = njeJ Rj M then 

End,(M)= n End,,(R,M). 
jeJ 

(b) Suppose that each R.i isflat as a right R-module. lf N is a fractional 
right R-ideal then Rj N* = (NR,-,,)*, for each j. 

Proof: (a) As usual, identify End, M with O(.M)= {qEQuot(R): 
Mq c M} and End, ( Rj M) with 0( ,,Rj M). Then, clearly End, Mc 
n End(Rj M). Conversely, if q E Quot( R) is such that Rj Mq G Rj M, for 
each j, then Mq G n Rj M = M. 

(b) If A and B are fractional left R-ideals, then the obvious 
homomorphisms make 

O+AnB+A@B+A+B+O 

into an exact sequence. Since Rj @I - is exact, Rj( A n B) = Rj A n Rj B. In 
particular, the obvious induction implies that Rj( n:=, Ra,) = fir=, Rj ai 
for any a,eQuot(R) and je J. NOW if N=Ci=, niR for some niEQuot(R) 
then N* = n:= i Rn,:‘. Combined with the above observation, this implies 
that 

RjN*=r) Rjn;‘= cniRj i.={NRjR,l*. 
I ii I I 

3.7. The following results from [SS] will be used frequently. 

PROPOSITION. Let U be an affine curve such that the normalisation map 
A : 8 + U is injective. Then 

(i) Q( U, 8) = 9( z’, U)*, as a module over both 9(U) and 2?( 8). 

(ii) Similarly, 9( 0, U) = 52( U, o)* as a module over either ring. 
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(iii) a(8) = End,,,, P(l?l, U) and U(U) = End 9(0, U),,,,. 
Moreover Q( 0) and G@(U) are Morita equivalent. 

(iv) Let V be a second affine curve (possibly> V= o), such that V has 
injective normalisation map p : 0 + V, and set 

qu, V)= {fuqK(U)): eoqu)Go(v)}. 

Then 22( U, V) = g( 0, V) 52( U, 0). Thus [2,v) Q( U, V)]* = Q( V, cl). 

(v) qu, v)@qu)zc@(u, v)~o(u)=o(v). 

Proof: Only parts (iv) and (v) are not explicitly in [SS]. Certainly, 
9( U, V) 2 9( 0, V) 9( U, 0). Conversely, 9( V, 8) 5B( U, V) G Q( U, 0) 
and so, by pre-multiplying by 9(0, V), one obtains g(U, V) = 
9( 0, V) 9( V, 0) .9( U, V) E 9( 0, V) 5?( U, 0). In order to prove (v), recall 
from [SS, Remark 4.2 and Proposition 3.33 that L”(U) is a simple left 
9( U)-module and 9( U, V) 0 O(U) = O(V). Since 9( U, V) is a projective 
right 9(U)-module, 9?( U, V)@ c”( U) is also simple. Since the multiplica- 
tion map p: S?(U, V)@O( U) + 9( U, V)o L”( U) is certainly onto, this 
implies that p must be an isomorphism. 

3.8. COROLLARY. Let 57 be a rational, projective curve such that the 
normalisation map K : [lp’ + 57 is injective. Then 

(i) 9(Z) = End,,,,, 9(S, P’). 
(ii) 9(P’, 9”)= [gcIIDL) 9(X’, PI)]* and is a projective right ideal of 

GiJ( a’). 

ProoJ: As usual, write P= 9(!Z”“, P’) and Q = 9(P’, .?.?). Pick an open 
affine cover { Ui} for 5Y and set zij = rc - ‘(Vi), for each i. Then Lemma 3.6 
and Corollary 3.3 combine to prove that 

End p(p,) P= n End,(,-,,, 52(oi)P= n End,(O,, G2(Uj, 8;). 

But for each i, IT/ 0, is injective, and so, by Proposition 3.7, 
End,,D,I 9( Ui, oi) = 9( Vi). Thus End P = 9(s) and part (i) is proven. 

By Corollary 2S(iii), Q E (SfpljP)*. Conversely, if qE P* then 
Pq c 9( Pi) and so 9( zii) Pq E 9( oj), for each i. Thus, Corollary 3.3 
implies that 9( Ui, D,)q E 9( ni) and so q E 9( nj, U,), by Proposition 3.7 
again. Thus, qE 0 9(Di, Ui) = Q; thereby proving that Q = P*. Thus, 
Q is reflexive as a right 9?(P’)-module which, since gldim 9(P’) = 2, is 
equivalent to Q,,,,, being projective. 

Remark. Variants of this result will be used elsewhere in the paper. 
Unfortunately, any result, sufficiently general that it covers all the applica- 
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tions, is too cumbersome to be useful. Thus we will content ourselves with 
the (somewhat vague) comment that, whenever P and Q are the global 
sections of sheaves, for which the local results of Proposition 3.7 and 
Corollary 3.3 hold, then the conclusion of Corollary 3.8 will also hold. 

3.9. The aim of the next few results is to continue the study of 
Q = Q(P’, 3) and P= g(%, P’) by showing that s(IFpl’P is a generator and 
that Q,,,l, is actually a progenerator-and hence that End Q is Morita 
equivalent to g(P’). To prove these statements it will certainly suffke to 
prove that Q g m, the unique, non-zero ideal of g(P’), and this in 
turn is proved through an understanding of the g( P’)-modules 
g( oi, Vi) n g(p’). We begin with some preparatory lemmas. 

LEMMA. Write Q(P’)=k[a, ta, t’a] CA, =k[t, 81 for some choice of 
coordinate function t. Let I be a maximal right ideal of A, such that t” E I, 
for some integer n. Then, as g(P’)-modules, either g(P’)/Zn g(p’) E 
A’/tA, or 

~(P’)/Zn~(P’)~M=~(P’)/(t~-1)~(~‘)+t2~~(P’). 

Moreover, M is a simple, infinite-dimensional g( P’ )-module. 

Proof Since Al/I2 A, ItA,, one sees that 

C2(~‘)/ln~(P’)~~(P’)+Z/I~x~(~‘)+tAl/tAl, 

for some XE A,. Thus g(P’)/Zn g(P’) is isomorphic to a submodule of 
A,/tA’ and the result follows from Lemma 2.7(ii). 

3.10. LEMMA. Let Q(P’) c A, be as in Lemma 3.9. Suppose that J is a 
right ideal of A ’ such that: 

(a) t” rz J, for some n 2 1, and 
(b) (ti?-l)...(t8-r)EJ,forsomer21. 

Then S?(P’)/Jn g(P’) has no subfactor isomorphic to 9(P’)/m. 

Proof Recall that, by Lemma 1.5, g(@)/K has finite length for every 
non-zero right ideal K, of $Y@(p’). Thus if K’ and K, are right ideals of 
g(g’) such that neither C2(9l)/K, nor 5S(p’)/K2 has &@(S’)/m as a sub- 
factor, then nor does SY(B’)/K, n K2. But, for example, by [SS, Proposi- 
tion 4.153, A’/t”A, z (A,/tA,)t”’ and A’/tA’ is a simple A,-module. Thus, 
as t” E J, one has J= fly=, Ji, for some maximal right ideals Ji of A, such 
that A,/J, z A,/tA’, for each i. Combining these two observations means 
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that we may, in proving the lemma, assume that J= .Ii is a maximal right 
ideal of A,. But now n’; (Q - i) E Jn G?(Y’) and so Jn 9(9’) g m. Thus, 
Lemma 3.9 implies that 22(p’))/Jn g(9’) ? M, an infinite-dimensional, 
simple g(P’)-module. 

3.11. Remark. Let ~(cP’) c A, be as in Lemma 3.9. Then Theorem 3.2 
implies that A, is flat as a right g(P’)-module. However, flatness of 
P,P1, A, fails in a rather dramatic way. Indeed let M be as in Lemma 3.9 
and N= A,ItA,. Then 0 + MA N is exact, AI,,,,, has length one, and 
N g,pl, has length tu’o. In contrast, M@ A, s N@ A, -0 is exact, 
M@ A, has length two, yet N @ A, is simple. 

The first sentence of the above claim is just Lemma 2.7(ii). An easy 
exercise shows that MO A, E A,/(ta - 1 )A, + t2aA, has length two, the 
proper factor module being A, /( tc? - 1) A, + t2A,. Similarly, 

N@A,zA,/taA,+t2dA,=A,/tA, 

is simple. 

3.12. Let 5? be a singular, projective curve with injective normalisation 
map 7~: P’ + 3. In order to apply Lemma 3.10 to g(P’, X) we need to be 
careful about the open affrne cover that we choose for 5. We do it as 
follows. Fix an open affine cover {U,, . . . . U,> of % such that each Ui is 
either smooth or has exactly one singular point, say xi. (If Ui is smooth, 
set xi to be any point of U,.) As usual, set 0, = ~l-r( U,), for 1 < i < m, and 
write yi = 71~ ‘(xi). Now let ci: oi z A’ \Hi, for some finite set of points Hi. 
We choose this isomorphism so that yiti 0. Thus, we can take a coor- 
dinate t, on G1 such that, with ai = a/dti, one has 

0) O(ni) = kCt,lhv where 0 #f,~ k[t,], defines Hi. 
(ii) na;‘(O) = xi, the only possible singular point of Ui. 
(iii) As II 1 G, is injective, 0( Vi) I tlC?( oi), for some n. It follows that 

rr- I 

9gTi, uipt;9:(0~)+ n (t,a,-jp(8,) 
j=l 

(see the proof of [SS, Theorem 3.4)). Observe that if Ui is not singular 
then cO( Ui) = 0( oi) and so g( oi, Vi) = g( oi). 

3.13. LEMMA. Keep the notation of (3.12). Then g(p’)/G8(PL) n 
g(ui, Ui) has no subfactor isomorphic to 9(P’)/m. 

ProoJ: Since g( P’) n g( Di, Ui) = g( P’) n (A, n G8( Di, Vi)), the propo- 
sition follows immediately from Lemma 3.10 and 3.12(iii). 
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3.14. We can now complete the description of the properties of P and Q 
that we began in 3.8. 

PROPOSITION. Let X be a singular, projective curve with injective 
normalisation 71: P’ +X. Then 

(a) 9C,cpl,9(X, p’) is a generator and 9(X, P’),(,, is projective. 
Indeed, 9(X, ~‘).2?(P1,X)=G2(P1). 

(b) 9( P’, X) is a progenerative right ideal of 9( p’). 

(cl wp’, X) = {WK wg(x.))*. 

Proof. By Corollary 3.8, Q is a projective right ideal of 9(lP’) while by 
Corollary 2S(iii), Q G P* and P E Q*, as modules over both 9(P’) and 
9(X). Thus, to prove parts (a) and (b) of the Proposition, it suffices to 
show that PQ = 9(P’). 

Retain the notation of (3.12). Now, 

Q=n 9(ui, UJ=n 2@;, uJnWq. 
1 i 

Thus Lemma 3.13 and the first two sentences of the proof of Lemma 3.10 
combine to show that 9?(p’)/Q has no subfactor isomorphic to g(p’)/m. 
Therefore Q $E m and 9(P1)Q = 9(lP’). Since 9(P’) G P, this suffices to 
show that PQ = 9(p’). 

In order to prove part (c) of the proposition, it remains to show that 
Q 2 {PoCz-)}*. Let qE Quot 9(X) be such that qPs9(X). Then, by the 
last paragraph, q9( P’) = qPQ c Q, and so q E Q; as required. 

3.15. The significance of Proposition 3.14 is that, when combined with 
Proposition 3.5, it shows that “half’ of the Beilinson-Bernstein equivalence 
of categories (Theorem 3.2) still holds for 9(X). 

THEOREM. Let X be a projective curve such that the normalisation map 
JI : P’ + X is injective. Then : 

(a) Every sheaf ~2 E 9,-mod is generated over CBx by global sections. 

(b) The functor 9z@9CyJ-: 9(S))-mod + gx-mod is exact. 

(c) LFQmod is a quotient category of 9(X)-mod. 

(d) The modules AE 9(S)-mod with 52F@yca, A =0 are precisely 
those 9(X)-modules annihilated by 9(P’, X) 52(X, p’). 

(e) Zf U is an open affine subset of X, then 52(U) is flat as a right 
9(X )-module. 
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Remark. This proves the first four parts of Theorem C of the Intro- 
duction. 

Proof Consider P,,,?.,. By Proposition 3.14(a), it is projective and 
hence PO,c,,m is exact. By Proposition 3.14(a), (c), and the dual basis 
lemma, End,,,, P = P{ Pa,*.,, ‘*=PQ=9(P’).NowifRisaringandTis 
a finitely generated, projective right R-module then the exact functor T@ R 
makes End, T-mod into a quotient category of R-mod. The associated tor- 
sion category consists of those R-modules annihilated by Trace(T) = T*T 
(see [S, Proposition X1.8.61). Thus, in our situation, PO- makes g(p’)- 
mod a quotient category of 9(Z)-mod. Now consider the commutative 
diagram (3.51). Since the three maps at the bottom and right of that 
diagram are equivalences, we conclude that G250,,,,_ is exact and that 
CJF-mod is a quotient category of 9(X)-mod. This proves (b) and (c) while 
(e) is an immediate consequence of (b). Part (a) is equivalent to proving 
that gz is a generator in 9$-mod. (To see this, use the fact that A is 
generated by sections if and only if A’ is a homomorphic image of a free 
sheaf 9$?.) But, by Proposition 3.14(a) , g,pl,P is a generator, and hence so 
is 9% z 2 0 rc,(9!,, @ P). Thus part (a) is proved. Finally, (d) follows from 
observing that, by (3.5.1), 9.*@,,,, A=0 if and only if P@,(,,A=O. 
But, as we observed above, this last condition is equivalent to 
Trace(P) A = 0, and Trace(P) = [ P,(,,] *P = QP. 

3.16. Remark. There are now two methods of proving that 9(2”) and 
5?(lF”) are not Morita equivalent. The first is by an analysis of the 9(%)- 
module H’(!Z”, Us) and will be given shortly as it contains other useful 
information. The second is more direct and is, in outline, as follows. 

Since 9(x) = Endycpl) P and pCp,lP is a generator, any Morita equiv- 
alence forces BCpl,P to be projective (count ideals!). Then, by going round 
the diagram (3.5.1), one finds that 9x 2 Pz 0 r~.,.(9~, 0 P) is a projective 
object of gz-mod and hence Hom,,(95, -) = r(%, -) is exact. But this 
contradicts Proposition 3.4. 

The above argument also shows that 9(9”) is not a maximal order (use 
1.3(e) and the fact that End ,,,,,(Q) is Morita equivalent to g(P’)). 

3.17. COROLLARY. Let X be a projective curve with injective normalisa- 
tion 71: P’ + 57. Suppose that U is an open affine subset of X and set 
D=x-l(U). Then 9(.%‘, P1)9(U)=2?(U, 8). 

Remark. This result is quite surprising in view of the fact that 
9( P’, a) 9( 8) # 9( 0, U), when U is singular. The proof of this statement 
is not required later (and, in any case, is proved similarly to the corollary) 
and so we leave it to the reader. 
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Proof: Let P = g(.!Z, 5”) and suppose that P9( 17)s .9(U, I). Now, 
g(U) is hereditary by [SS, Corollary 3.53 and so (P9( U)9tu)}* 3 
.9(U, u)*. Thus 

g( VQ = g’( ~W,o, )* by Proposition 3.14(c) 

= {PCS(u)}* by Theorem 3.15(e) and Lemma 3.6(b) 

2 WV m* 

=9(l7, U) by Lemma 3.7(ii) 

= WWQ by Theorem 3.15(a); 

a contradiction. 

3.18. COROLLARY. Let 3 be a projective curve with injective normalisa- 
tion 71: IF” + X. Then 9(X’. P’)@9g(y) H’(%, 0,) = 0. 

Proof By deleting two points on 3, we may take an open affine cover 
{ Ur, U,} for 3. As usual, set ui= n-‘(U,); thus { 8,, 0,) is an open 
aftine cover of P’. Corollary 3.17 implies that P9( 17;) = 9( Ui, 8,) for each 
i. Moreover, P,(,, is projective, by Proposition 3.14(a). Thus 

PO O(a) Ot”i) r p@B(%) 9(Ui)@a(u,) Ot”i) 

2 Q( Uiv 8i) Og((/,) @( Ui) Z @( Oi)y 

where the final isomorphism comes from 3.7(v). A Tech cohomology 
computation (see [Ha, pp. 218-2221) implies that 

H’(~,~~)~~(U,nU,)/(O(U,)+8(U,)). 

Finally, by combining the last two displayed equations, one finds that 

PcBgc,, H’(%, CC-) r O( 0, n O,)/(O( 0,) + O( iTI,)) 

zzP(P’, &4)=0; 

as required. 

3.19. THEOREM. Let Zf be a singular, rational curve with injective 
normalisation map II : P1 + X. Then 

(a) 59(X) is not a maximal order and hence is not Morita equivalent 
to zap’). 

(b) 9(X, p’) is not projective as a left 9(P’)-module and not a gener- 
ator as a right 9(Z)-module. Thus 9(.%, P’) # (g(P’, X)sCp,)}*. 
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(d) G+(X) = End p,p,) g(Y, p’)s End(g(P’, Z)T,pl,). 

Remark. Part (a) of the above theorem, combined with Proposi- 
tion 2.10, proves Proposition B of the Introduction. 

ProoJ (a) Suppose that 5?(T) is a maximal order. Since 
WY) c End Q,,,,,, this implies that g(Z) = End Qg,pll. Since Qp,pl, is a 
progenerator, by Proposition 3.14, g’(Z) is Morita equivalent to g(lP’). 
Now consider P. Since P,,,, is projective with End Prrcsl = C@(lF”) (see 
Proposition 3.14, again), the Morita equivalence forces PgcS, to be a 
progenerator. But, as H’(%, CT) # 0, this contradicts Corollary 3.18. 

(b) Recall, from Proposition 3.14 and Corollary 3.8, that P,,,, is 
projective, 9cpljP is a generator, End P,o,= g(lP’), and End,(,,, P= 

. . g(S). Thus, if either PStrj is a generator or ycpljP is projective, then this 
would force g(X) and g(P’) to be Morita equivalent, a contradiction. 
Finally, by Corollary 3.8, Q is a projective s(P’)-module and hence so is 
its dual. Thus P# Q*. 

(c) This is immediate from Corollary 3.18. 
(d) By Corollary 3.8, g(X)= End PcEnd Q. But Qgtpo is a 

progenerator and so End Q is Morita equivalent to GZ!?(p’). Thus part (d) 
follows from part (a). 

Remark. Note the curious lack of symmetry between P and Q, as 
evidenced by Corollary 3.8(ii), Remark 3.17, and part (b) of the theorem. 
Of course, it is this lack of symmetry that has caused most of the complica- 
tions in the proofs in this paper. 

4. THE IDEAL STRUCTURE OF 2?(X) 

4.1. Throughout this section we fix a projective, singular curve X with 
injective normalisation A: Pi -+ % and, as before, write P = 6@(S, ln”) and 
Q =L@(P’, a). The aim of this section is to give an almost complete 
description of the ideal structure of g(X) (this description will be 
completed in Section 7). Throughout the section W* will denote the dual 
of W considered as a g(IFP’)-module. 

4.2. Recall that, from Proposition 3.14 and Theorem 3.19, Qgcpli is a 
progenerator and that g(Z) = End(o(pl) P) s; End(Q,(,l,). Moreover, 
P g(a) is projective while acpljP is a generator. Since g(P’) has a unique 
non-zero ideal m, the ring S= End Qatal) has a unique non-zero ideal 
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QmQ* = QmP**. Similarly, by Theorem 2.4, 9(S) = End,(,,, P has a 
unique minimal, non-zero ideal J(Z). In fact slightly more is true: 

LEMMA. One has mP** = mP and hence S and 9(S) share the 
common minimal non-zero ideal J(Z) = QmQ* = QmP. Moreover, J(3) = 
Horn g,plj(P**, mP**). 

Proof: By Lemma 1.5, P**/P is a finite-dimensional 9( P’)-module and 
so mP** G P. Thus mP** = m’P** E mP and mP** = mP. Next consider 
J(S). Clearly, QmQ* = QmP** = QmP is an ideal of 9(T). Conversely, if 
W is any non-zero ideal of 9(X), then WzQ(mPWQm)P=QmP. Thus 
J(T)=QmP=QmP**. 

Now, consider V = Hom( P* *, mP**) which we identify with 

{0EQuot(R): P**OGmP**). 

Now P**J(%) = P**P*mP** = g([Fp’)mP** = mP** and so J(F) c_ V. 
Conversely, if 8 E V, then Proposition 3.14 implies that SB = P*P**B E 
P*mP** = J(X). Thus J(X) = V. 

4.3. Since J(Z) is the unique non-zero ideal of S, clearly S/J(T) is 
isomorphic to a full matrix ring, M,(k), for some integer n. Thus, in order 
to determine the ideal structure of 9(X), we need only consider the 
structure of i@(S?)/J(%) as a subring of M,(k). 

THEOREM. Let X be a projective, singular curve with injective normalisa- 
tion 7c : PI -+ S. Then, in the above notation, 

F(Z-) = 9(2-)/J(T) z M,(k) M,,,(k) o 
M,(k) > 

=M,+.(k)=WJW^) 

for some positive integers t and s. 

ProoJ: First note that, as sCplJP** is projective, Lemma 4.2 implies that 

End(P**/mP**) 1 End(P**)/P*mP** z M,(k) 

(and hence that n = dim, P**/mP**). Consider 

We claim that H = End(P)/J(X). For, suppose that 0 E H. Since atpl,P** 
is projective, we may pick a preimage 0 E End P** that induces 8. 
Observe that mP**d G mP** for any 4 E End P**. Thus 0 E End(P), 
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and H c End(P)/J(S). Conversely, if II/ E End(P) then mP**tj = 
mP*GmP=mP **. Thus, modulo J(X), II/ does induce an element of H. 
as is required to prove the claim. 

Finally, write P**/mP** = K @ P/mP** as left modules over 
k z 9( P’ )/m. Then 

S/J(X) = End(P**/mP**) g 
End(K) Hom( K, P/mP* * ) 

Hom( P/mP* *. K) > End(P/mP**) ’ 

Under this identification 

End(P)/J(X) = Hz 
End(K) Hom( K, P/mP* * ) 

o 
End(P/mP**) > 

where t = dim, K and s = dim, P/mP* *. 

4.4. COROLLARY. Keep the notation of (4.3) and (4.4). Then Q(z) has 
exactly four non-zero ideals 

L(xjz(2-)= LIZ 

Here 

I(%) = 9(P’, 2”) 9(%, IFD’) = r-ann(S/Q(%)) = I-ann(H’(%, Ox)) 

while 

L%) = 1-ann(f(S, Ox)) = I-ann(S/g(S)). 

In each case, annihilators are taken as those of 9(%)-modules. 
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Proof. Let j denote the image in S/J(%) of ye S and consider the 
structure of g(s) given by Theorem 4.3. This shows that g(X) has exactly 
four non-zero ideals, say Z(T), L(X), T(F), and .Z(.!X) defined by 

and 

as subrings of 

Certainly, this implies that Z(X) = r-ann(S/G@(%)) and L(T) = 1-ann(S/s(%)). 
Next consider QP. Since S= End(Q,(,,,), certainly SQPG QP, and so 
QP E Z(s). Conversely, using Proposition 3.14(a), 

QPS=QPQQ*=Q9(p’)Q*=QQ*=S. 

By inspection, these two properties of QP force QP= Z(T). Since I(%) is 
maximal, and QP G I-ann,(,, Z-Z’(X, cX), by Corollary 3.19(c), this also 
implies that QP = I-ann H’(S, OT). 

Finally, consider k = f(X”, OS). This is evidently a simple left g(a)- 
module and its annihilator must be a maximal ideal of g(S). Now, by 
Theorem 3.15(a), Z(T, OS) generates the sheaf OF and so, by 
Theorem 3.15(d), I-ann Z-(2”, c!&) # QP. Thus, the only possibility is for 
L(T) to equal I-ann Z(%, OS). 

4.5. COROLLARY. In the notation of (4.3), s= 1, that is, 

for some integer t. 

Proof: By Corollary 4.4, M,(k) = 9(%)/L(%) has a l-dimensional 
representation k z f(%, 0%). Thus s = 1. 

Remark. We will show later that H’(%, OX) is also a simple g(a)- 
module, and hence that t = dim, H’(%, OS) is the arithmetic genus of 3. 

4.6. For the rest of this section we examine the ring-theoretic conse- 
quences of Theorem 4.4. In particular, with the exception of determining 
the value of I, this is enough to prove Theorem D of the Introduction. 
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COROLLARY. a(X) has global homological dimension two. 

Prooj Let pd( W) stand for the projective dimension of a module IV. 
We apply [RS2, Theorem S(ii)], with R=9(?f) and A =L(Z). Since 
SA = S, this implies that 

sup { gldim S, gldim 9( F))/L( Z ) ) 

6 gldim 9(T) 6 sup{gldim S+ pd,,,,., S, 1 + gldim 9(%)/L(Z)}. (4.6.1) 

Now, as S is Morita equivalent to $P(P’), [St, Theorem 2.61 implies that 
gldim S = gldim 9?( P’) = 2. Clearly gldim 9(3)/L(9) = 0. Thus it remains 
to consider iT(xIS. Now, by Corollary 4.4, (P,+,S)* = r-ann(S/9(9),(,-,) = 
I(F). But, I(Z)S= S3 1 and so the dual basis lemma implies that 
p4 PcrJS) =O. Substituting these numbers back into (4.6.1) yields 
gldim 9!(Z) = 2. 

4.7. Consider rings and ring homomorphisms 

HA0 

fn 

(where rr is surjective). Then the pull-back R = (U, H, 0) is defined to be 

R={(u,h)~U@Hx(u)=o(h)} 

and will often be denoted by the diagram 

t 
I L 
I f 

R---t U 

Another immediate consequence of Corollary 4.5 is 

COROLLARY. In the notation of 4.3, 5?(X) is the pull-back 

M,(k) M,,(k) 
0 k > 

= ‘: ~S/.J(!Z)=M,+,(k) 

I 
I i 

R 

Q(S) --+ s 

4.8. COROLLARY. Keep the notation of Theorem 4.3. Then S is the unique 
maximal order containing and equivalent to 9(T). 
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ProoJ By Corollary 3.8, Q = g([FD’, 57) is a projective G@(P’)-module 
and hence S = End Q g(pl, is a maximal order. Since S and 6@(S) have the 
same minimal, non-zero ideal .Z= J(T), they are certainly equivalent 
orders. Moreover, as J2 =.Z, certainly End(.Z,) = (J,)* 2 S. Since S is a 
maximal order, S = (J,)* = (J)*. 

Now suppose that T is a second maximal order containing and 
equivalent to G@(x)). Then aTbcg(J) for some a, bE2?(X)\{Of. Thus 

JTJ= (JaJ) T(JbJ) c JaTbJs 9(X) c S. 

In particular, JT c (Js)* = S. Thus T E (J)* = S; and the maximality of T 
forces T = S. 

4.9. The description of g(z) in Theorem 4.3 is sufficient to give a 
complete description of the K-groups of g(S). 

THEOREM. Let X be a singular curve Gth injectiue normalisation 
71: P’--+ZF. Then for any i20, 

Proof. Keep the notation of Corollary 4.4. Then Z(%)S= S but 
SZ(S) = Z(S). Thus S is a finitely generated projective left g(T)-module. 
Similarly, as L(F)S = L(F), S,,$, is finitely generated projective. There- 
fore, if B = (ME Ci?(.T)-mod : S Ogc+) M= 0}, then [Ho, Proposition 3.11 
implies that Ki(5@5Y))zKi(S)@Ki(B), for i>O. Now, B is equivalent to 
Q?(S)/L(X)-mods/c-mod, as in (4.5). Thus Ki(B)zKi(k), for each i. 
Finally 

Ki(S)ZKi(9(P’)) 

z K,(P) by [Ho, Corollary 4.31 

2 K,(k)@ K;(k) by [Q, Theorem 8.3.11. 

4.10. Recall from [S] some facts about torsion classes. Let R be a ring. 
An hereditary torsion class is a class of (left) R-modules closed under 
quotients, submodules, extensions, and direct sums. The associated filter is 
9 = {I a left ideal of R: R/ZEF}. If V is an R-module then the inter- 
section of torsion classes containing V is a torsion class, denoted by ( V). 
A simple module is in ( V) if and only if it is a subfactor of V. 

Now let R be a prime Noetherian ring. Then we define the localisation 
of R at the class Y to be 

The next result is proved in [S, Proposition X1.2.4, p. 2291. 
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PROPOSITION. If Q(R) 3 S 2 R and S, is flat then 

F= {ME R-mod: SOR M=O} 

is an hereditary torsion class and R, = S. 

4.11. COROLLARY. Let F be the torsion class 

Ker{~(~)-mod - pf@m gF-mod}. 

Then 5 is hereditary and F = ( V) where V is the simple left 9(%)/I(%)- 
module. 

Proof. By Theorem 3.15(b), 5?F@scr)m is exact and so its kernel does 
form an hereditary torsion class. By Corollary 4.4, Z(X) = I-ann H’(%, Co,) 
is a maximal ideal, and so the result follows immediately from 
Theorem 3.15(d). 

Remark. (i) In Section 7 we will prove that H’(S, Co,) is a simple 
5?(X)‘)-module and hence that F simply consists of direct sums of copies of 
H’(s-, o$-). 

(ii) The localisation 58(X), is uninteresting-g(F), = g(Z). To 
see this note that F c Ker{g(X)-mod + 9( U)-mod} for any open alline 
subset UC 3. By Theorem 3.15(e) and Proposition 4.10, this implies that 
g(F), E n g(U) = g(Z). Curiously, if one regards V= 9(X)/Z(%) as a 
right g(T)-module, then it follows from Corollary 4.4 that g(Z), = S(X). 

4.12. Given a curve 3 with injective normalisation P’ and U = F\p, for 
some pointp, then Theorem 3.15(e) and Proposition 4.10 imply that g(U) 
is the localisation of g(X) at Fp., the torsion class of modules killed by 
g(U) @ _. We begin by showing that, for 5!” = P’, it is easy to characterise 
Fp using cohomology with supports. 

Let +Y be a variety, .F a closed subset, and A? a sheaf of gg-modules. 
Then one defines the sections of A’ with supports in EC?’ by 

l-,(sY,.Av)= (SEZ-(3Y, A):s,#O*pE~}. 

It is easy to see that r%-(g, -) is left exact with right derived functors 
H&(g, -), the cohomology with supports in 2%“. 

(4.12.1) [Iv, Proposition 11.9.2, p. 1231. If U=?!J\aP there is a long 
exact sequence 

... + H&(3Y, A) + H’(+Y, A%) +H’(U,.M(,)-+H~‘(~,.A’)+ . . . . 

It follows from the construction that this is a sequence of g(g)-modules. 
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(4.12.2) [Iv, 11.9.6, p. 1251. If V is an open subset of Y with br V 
then there is an excision isomorphism H’,(Y, A) z H’,( V, A( v). Again, it 
follows from the construction that it is a g(Y)-module isomorphism. 

4.13. PROPOSITION. Let pi P’. Then H#P’, Opt) is a simple C@(p’)- 
module and Fp = (Hi(P’, 6~~~)). 

Proof: Clearly, we may suppose that p = 0. Now apply (4.12.1) and 
(4.12.2) with V some open alfine neighbourhood of 0. Then 
H;( P’, op,) z O( I’\O)/O( I’). Thus g( I’) @ Hj,( Pi, cTlp,) z U( I’\O)/cO( I’). But 
if q # 0 is another point of P’ then Co, @ HA(P’, op,) = 0. It follows that 
gp,@ HA(P’, opt) is concentrated at 0. Thus HA(P’, O,,) EF& On the 
other hand, clearly I = g( P ’ )( t8 + 1) + g( IFD ’ ) t28 kills the generator t - ’ of 
HA(P’, O,,) r k[t, t -‘]/k[t]. By the left hand version of Lemma 2.7, I is a 
maximal left ideal of g(P’) and so Hh(P’, O,,) z g(Fi”)/Z is simple. Now 
let Y = (Hh(([F’, U,,)). It follows that t-‘~g(lF”)~ and hence that 
Q(p’), z~(P’\O). Thus Y = FO. 

4.14. Remark. (a) The last result gives another proof that if p and q 
are distinct points of P’ then Fp,nFq=O and so S2(P’\p)@9?(P1\q) is a 
faithfully flat right g( P ‘)-module. 

(b) It follows from [BOB, Corollary 3.73 that Hi(P’, Op,) is a Verma 
module, for an appropriate choice of Bore1 subalgebra. 

4.15. In order to investigate the analogue of Proposition 4.13 for singular 
curves, we use K-theory. 

LEMMA. Let p be a point of 2”. Then Fp contains precisely two non- 
isomorphic simple modules. 

Proof By [Ga, Corollaire V.2.21 and the first paragraph of 4.12, g(U)- 
mod is a quotient category of 9(Z)-mod. It is easy to see that this restricts 
to the full sub-categories of finitely generated modules. The associated tor- 
sion category is Sb, the full sub-category of 9(X)-mod with objects the 
finitely generated modules in Jo. r Thus Quillen’s localisation Theorem [Q, 
Theorem 5.5, p. 1133 yields a long exact sequence 

Since g(U) is Morita equivalent to A, and K,,(9(%)) z Z3, by 
Theorem 4.9, this tells us that K,,(Fi) 2 Z2. On the other hand, by 
devissage [Q, Corollary 5.1, p. 1121, K,,(Yb) is free with basis the non- 
isomorphic simple modules of S;. Thus Fp contains precisely two non- 
isomorphic simple modules. 
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4.16. PROPOSITION. Let ,Jx‘ he a singular projective curve ,vith injective 
normalisation 7~: P’ + ,Jx’ and let p be a point of S. Then ~9 = (H#Z, c’iy)). 

Proof By (4.12.1) and (4.12.2), if U is an open afline subset of 9” 
containing p, then Hj(%, Lcr.T) r O( U\p)/b( U). Thus a similar argument to 
the proof of Theorem 4.13 shows that if q is a point of X then 
gq @ Hi(X, I!“,-) # 0 if and only if q = p. Thus (Hj(%, P$)) E FP. In par- 
ticular, (4.12.1) implies that H’(T, flX) is a factor of Hi(c”t^, cz) and so 
H’(Y, C.f) E &. Now, I(a) H’(Z,Cs) = 0, yet 9$ @ Hi(F, Q-) # 0. Thus, 
since every module in FP is the direct limit of its finite length submodules, 
by Theorem A, we have YP = (Hi(F, a,)). 

Remark. In Section 7 it is shown that Hi(S”, @F) is a non-split exten- 
sion of length two. 

5. THE CUSPIDAL PLANE CUBIC CURVE 

5.1. In this section we study 9(X,) where 3, is the cubic curve with a 
cusp at (0, 0, 1) defined by y2z = x3 in P2. The main reason for this is that 
various properties of 9(X,) are easy to prove directly. In Section 7 we will 
use Morita theory to show that these same properties then hold over 
9(g), for a more general curve ,Y. However, this example may also serve 
as an illustration of, or introduction to, the methods and results of this 
paper and so as far as possible we have given direct proofs of the various 
properties of 9(!Z, ). 

5.2. Regard P’ = A ’ u { rx } and let t be a coordinate function on A ‘. Set 
8, = A ’ and 6, = P’ \ {0} for the standard open afline cover of P’. In this 
notation it is clear that the normalisation map 7~: P’ -+ X, is defined by the 
embeddings 

l!‘( U,) = k[t2, r’] c k[t] = 0( &) and O(U,)=k[t-‘]=0(8,). 

As usual, we set A, =9(oe)= k[t, a] and 9(0,) = k[t-‘, f’c!J]. Observe 
that K(X,) = k(t). Clearly 9( U,) = 9( 8,) while the structure of 9( U,) is 
easily determined. 

LEMMA. In the above notation 

(a) 9(00, U,)=r2A,+(ta-l)A, while Q(U,,, ~,)=A,+A,t~‘d; 

(b) 9(U,)=k[tz,t3, td,r2d,td2-d,d2-2r-‘d,d3-33t-1d2+3t-2d]. 

Proof That 9( oO, U,) and 9( UO) have the specified form follows from 
[SS, (3.8) and (3.12)]. An easy computation shows that A, +A,t-‘8~ 
9( U,,, Do). Conversely, since 9?( uO, U,,) is a maximal right ideal of A i and 
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9(U,, O,)GqD,, uo)* 9( UO, oO))lA, can be at worst a simple left 
A,-module.Thus9(U0, b,)=A,+A,t-‘a. 

5.3. LEMMA. In thenotation of( 5.2): 

(a) ~(~‘,~,)=t2~~(~‘)+(t~-1)~(P’); 
(b) 9?(5!-,, P1)=~(P’)+~(P1)t-L& 
(c) ~(P’,z-,)*~q~~, P’)+~(~l)(a-‘t-*+t-‘)=)~(~*, P’); 
(d) 9(xl)=k[fa, Pa, ta2-a,a*-2t-La,a3-3t-*a2+3t+a]; 

(e) EnWV’, Xl)B,p~, )=,~(~,)+k(a~‘t-*-a+t-l)~~(~~t”,). 
Proof: (a) This follows from the equation 

G?@P1,X,)=L3(17,, U,)n9(8,, U,)nC?2(P’) 

=(t’A,+(ta-1)A,)n~(Pl)=t2a~(~1)+(ta-1)~(~1), 

where the final equality is due to Lemma 2.7. 

(b) 9(5Yr, PI) = 9(v,, o,,) n 9(u,, 8,) = (A,+A,trld) n 
k[tr’, t*a]. Thus, certainly 9(SY,, lP’)~~(P’)+9(P’) tr’a. The other 
inclusion can either be proved by a direct computation or by observing that, 
as the elements 1 and t ~ ‘a generate the local sections 9( Ui, oi), Theorem 3.2 
canbeusedtoshowthat9(PL)+9?(P’)t-’d=~(~I,PL). 

(d) Recall that C@(%r) = 9( U,) n k[t-‘, t’d]. Thus, by Lemma 5.2, the 
asserted generators for 9(X,) do indeed lie in 9(5?,). In order to prove the 
other inclusion use a graded argument giving d degree - 1 and t degree + 1. 

(c) and (e) Direct computations show that 8-l tp2+ t-‘ELi?(lP’, %,)* 
and that 

acY*-a+t-l= -(ta-i)(a-~t~2+t~~)~~(~1,~~t;)~(~~,~,;)* 

= SW-1 ), 

where S(X,) = End(g(P’, Z,)9,(Pl, ). Observe that neither of these ele- 
ments lie in C@(K(%,)) = k(t)[d]. Thus 9(P’, X,)* I 9(Z”,, P’) and 
End 9(%,, P’) I 9(FI)). 

5.4. PROPOSITION. (a) H1(Xl, OS,) r k is a simple left 9(3,))-module. 

(b) In the notation of Theorem 4.3, F(X,) = ~(%“,))lJ(~,) z (k i). 

ProoJ Tech cohomology shows that 

H’(~,,~~,)~~(UonU,)/O(U,)+O(U,) 

sk[t, t~L]/{k+t2k[t]+k[t-‘]}~k. 
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Thus H’(Z,, Cf.y-,) is necessarily a simple Q(Z,)-module. In the notation of 
Corollary 4.4,1(3,) = ann3,,+.,, H’(9”,, I~X,)andhence9(~,)/Z(%,)zk.Butin 
the notation of Corollary 4.5, 9(T,)/Z(Z,) 2 M,(k). Thus t = 1 and 
Corollary 4.5 implies that 

5.5. PROPOSITION. Letp E S?, Then Hj(Z, , CT,) is non-split of length two as 
a 9(X)-module. It has socle H’(X\p, CT,, ,)/H’(%,, Cx,) and factor 
H’(% , 03, ). 

Proof: Suppose that p # n(0). (The case when p = x(O) is easy and is left 
to the reader.) Then we may identify p with an element a of k and by excision 
(4.12.2) we have 

H;(Y,, $,)zk[t-‘, (t-‘-cc)-,]/k[t-‘1 =k[y, y-‘]/k[y], 

where y= t-’ - c(. Let us write down some elements of 9(?“,) in terms 
of the coordinate y and 0 = 8/8~. Clearly 8 = -t2a E 9(X,) and 
ye = - td + ut’a E 9(2-,). Now, 

It follows that di = y3e2 + 3a2y0’ + 3y28 + 3a2(i+ l)e E 9(%,). NOW, 
di0y-‘=i(i-2)y-‘+’ and so either Hi(X,, fix,) is simple or is non-split 
of length two with socle 9(%,) 0 y-‘. The first possibility cannot occur, 
either by appealing to Proposition 4.16, or by observing that the following 
sequence is exact, by (4.12.1): 

O~Ho(~,,C”,,)~Ho(~,\p,~~,.,,)~H~(~,,~~,)-,H’(~,,~~,)~O 

Finally, this sequence also gives the factors of Hi(9”, , ox, ). 

6. MORITA EQUIVALENCE OF PULL-BACKS 

6.1. In this section we digress from our main aim and consider (Milnor) 
pull-backs R = (U, H, 0) of the form 

- 
HA U 

: 
f 

L 

R--G U 

(6.1.1) 
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with x surjective. Thus R = {(u, h) E U@ H: R(U) = a(h)}. In this situation, 
any finitely generated, projective R-module T is easily described in terms of 
projective U- and H-modules. The main result of this section describes the 
endomorphism ring of such a module T and, as a consequence, determines 
when two such pull-backs are Morita equivalent. 

The reason for our interest in this question is due to Corollary 4.7; if X 
and Y are projective, rational singular curves with injective normalisation 
maps, then g’(X) and g(Y) can be described as pull-backs. It is then a 
trivial consequence of Corollary 6.12, below, that g’(Z) and g(Y) will be 
Morita equivalent. 

6.2. Let R be as in (6.1.1). Then the projective, finitely generated 
R-modules can be classified as follows. Let A and B be finitely generated, 
projective right modules over U, respectively H, and suppose that there 
exists a D-module isomorphism a: A OU Or BaH D. Then 

T=(A, &a)= {(Q,b)E~@~:a(Q@u l)=b@, 1) 

is a projective, finitely generated right R-module, and any finitely 
generated, projective R-module may be obtained in this way (combine [Si, 
Proposition 59, p. 1551 with [Si, Proposition 60, p. 1573). We might 
remark that these results do require that 71 be surjective and this is the 
reason why we have required that hypothesis in (6.1.1). 

6.3. Fix a pull-back R = ( U, H, 0) as in (6.1.1) and a finitely generated, 
projective right R-module T= (A, B, a), as in (6.2). We will shortly 
describe End( T,) as a pull-back, but before doing so we need some nota- 
tion. First, as K is surjective, it is routine to check that the induced map 
7c,:R+H given by ~,(~,h)=h, for (u,h)~RsUeH, is surjective. 
Similarly, write 0, for the induced map 0, : R + U. By [Si, Proposition 61, 
p. 1581, TQR UrA and T8,Hz.B. Thus, if p=kern,, then BrT/Tp. 
Secondly, if m = ker 71 and A = A/Am, then the projectivity of A, ensures 
that the natural map x: End(A,) + End(AD) is a surjection. 

PROPOSITION. Keep the notation US above. Then S = End( T,) identifies 
naturally with the pull-buck 

End(B,) 4 End(Ac) 
t 

I f 

x 

s --+ End( A L,) 

The map T will be described in the course of the proof. 
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Remark. The analogous result describing the endomorphism ring of an 
injective R-module E has been proved in [ FV, Lemma 111 and our proof 
is essentially the dual of theirs. 

Prooj: Regard H and U as R-modules via the homomorphisms IC, and 
0,. This gives i7 two natural structures as an R-module, via the 
homomorphisms CJ and n, but as (6.1.1) is a commutative diagram, they are 
identical. Thus there are natural R-module maps 8: T + TQR U z A and 
+: T+ TOR Hr B and 4: B+ BQH u”-‘- A. Therefore, the following 
diagram is commutative, with exact rows: 

0- Tp- Ta B-O 

Iel le ii 
O-Am-+A--+A-+O 

Here 0, is the map induced from 0. Since T, is projective the functor 
HomJ T, -) is exact. Thus applying this functor to the above diagram 
yields the following commutative diagram, again with exact rows: 

O- Hom,(T, Tp) --+ End,(T) - Hom,( T, B) - 0 

I I I 
(6.3.1) 

O- Hom.(T, Am)- Hom,(T, A)- Hom,(T, A)- 0 

Now, one has natural isomorphisms 

Hom,( T, A) 2 Hom,( T, TQR U) z Hom.( TO R U, TOR U), 

etc. Thus (6.3.1) can be rewritten as 

0 - Hom,( T, Tp) - End,(T) --% End,(B) - 0 

I 
rz 

I 
II 

I 
T (6.3.2) 

O- Hom,(T, Am)--+ End.(A)+ End&A)+ 0 

It is easy to check that each of the maps in the right hand square of (6.3.2) 
is a ring homomorphism. (The reason for this is that, for example, T is the 
natural ring homomorphism End,, B + Endo induced by the 
isomorphism B OH 0~ A.) Since TG A 8 B, certainly 

End,( T) c Horn R( T, A 0 B) z End U( A) @ End,(B). 
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Thus the commutativity of (6.3.2) ensures that End(T) embeds into the 
pull-back 

End,(B) A End&A) 
t 

f 
Y 

I 
V -L’+ End J A ) 

It remains to prove the reverse inclusion. First, note that, as R is a pull- 
back, 

p=kerx,=(m,O)cRsU@H. 

Since T is the pull-back (A, B, a), it follows that the induced map 
13, : Tp + Am is an isomorphism. Thus the map t2 : Hom.( T, Tp) + 
Hom.( T, Am) in (6.3.2) is also an isomorphism. Since x, is surjective, a 
diagram chase ensures that V s End,(T); as required. 

6.4. We now turn to the problem of determining when two pull-backs 
are Morita equivalent. Given the description of End(T) in Proposition 6.3, 
this amounts to determining when the projective module T= (A, B, a) is a 
progenerator. 

LEMMA. Let R = ( U, H, D) be a pull-back, as in (6.1.1) and suppose that 
T= (A, B, a) is a finitely generated, projective right R-module. Then T, is a 
progenerator if and only if both A,, and B, are progenerators. 

ProoJ If T, is a progenerator, then a routine argument shows that 
A z TOR U and B z TOR H are progenerators over U, respectively H. 

Conversely, suppose that both A, and B, are progenerators. Write 
n=kero and m=kern, in the notation of (6.1.1). Let R,:R+U be the 
induced map and set p = ker x, , as in (6.3). Since A, is a progenerator, 
there exists a surjective U-module homomorphism 4: A”’ + m, for some 
integer r. Since A z TOR U, this induces an R-module homomorphism 

II/: T (‘)- Tcr’OR iJ~ms(m,O)cR. 

Thus $I( T”‘) & T*T. Moreover, since Tp z Am (see the proof of Proposi- 
tion 6.3) one has 

~(T”)p)=&A(“m)=(m2,0)~T*T. (6.4.1) 

Next, since B, is a progenerator, there exists a surjection 0: B’“’ + H. 
As in (6.3), p=kern,=(m,O) and Rfp%H, while BzT@,UzT/Tp. 
Since T, is projective, we may therefore pull 0 back to a homomorphism 
o: T’“’ -+ R satisfying w( T’“‘) + p = R. Combined with (6.4. l), this implies 
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that T*Tz o( Ttu’) + p’. This in turn implies that T*Tzw( T’“‘)p + p’ = p 
whence T*T= R; as required. 

6.5. Combining the last two results gives: 

THEOREM. Let R be the pull-back 

/ II 

I f 
R---+ U 

Set m = ker x and let S be a second ring. Then the following are equivalent: 

(a) R and S are Morita equivalent; 

(b) there exists a projective, finitely generated right R-module 
T = (A, B, tl) with the following properties: (i) A, and B, are progenerators 
and (ii) S is isomorphic to the following pull-back S, : 

End, BL EndO(A/Am) 

T f x 

S, ---+ End,(A) 

Here t is defined as in the proof of Proposition 6.3. 

6.6. Remark. It is natural to ask whether one can obtain a criterion for 
two pull-backs to be Morita equivalent in terms of their descriptions as 
pull-backs. Unfortunately, it seems that this cannot be done in any sensible 
way. The problem is that two pull-backs can easily be isomorphic as rings 
without their being isomorphic as pull-backs. To take a simple example, let 
S be the pull-back - 

HA U 
+ + 

Let V be any subring of U such that ker rc c V and n( V) 2 o(H). Then one 
may write S as the pull-back 
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6.7. As an application of Theorem 6.5 we consider an example that will 
be relevant to the study of rings of differential operators. For i = 1,2, fix 
rings Ui with maximal ideals m, c Ui such that Oi= U,/m, z M,,Jk) for 
some integers n(i) > 2. Write n(i) = a(i) + b(i) for some integers 
a(i), b(i) > 1 and define 

H, = 
’ ( 

Ma(i)(k) Mn(i),6(i)(k) 
0 Mb(i)(k) > 

6 M,(i)(k). 

Here M,.,(k) denotes the set of all a x b matrices with entries from k, and 
the ring structure of Hi is that induced from M,,;,(k). Let Ri be the pull- 
back ( Ui, Hi, Ui). Thus, mi c Ri c Ui with Ri/mi = Hi. Next, suppose that 
A is a progenerator, as a right U,-module, such that (i) U, = End A and 
(ii) Am, A* = m,. (For example, one could take A = U, = U,.) Since A is 
a progenerator, 

End(A/Am,) z UJAm, A* = U,/m, z M,,,,(k). 

Equivalently, if Si is the unique, simple right U,/m,-module, then 
A/Am, 2 S:“‘2”. 

6.8. PROPOSITION. Keep the notation of (6.7). Assume further that: 

(63.1) Every k-algebra automorphism of 0, = 44,(,,(k) is induced 
from a ring automorphism of U2. 

Then R, and R, are Morita equivalent. 

Prooj We first need to construct an appropriate H,-module B. Let F 
and G be the top row, respectively the bottom row of H,, regarded as right 
H,-modules. Thus H, z F’“““@ G@(‘)) and so certainly F and G are 
projective right HI-modules. Thus 

B = F(4)) @ G@(2)) 

is a progenerator (this is where we need the a(i) and b(j) to be positive). 
Routine computations show that: 

(i) BOH, 0, rS’,“““z A/Am, as right u,-modules. Denote this 
isomorphism by CI ~ r. 

(ii) End,, BZ 
( 

End(F’“““) Hom( G (WI) F’“‘2”) 
Hom(F(d)‘, G’b’2”) End(GCh”“) > 

z H,. 

Now apply Theorem 6.5. Thus T= (A, B, 01) is a progenerator as a right 
R,-module and End,,(T) is isomorphic to the pull-back S= (End(A), 

481’147 l-15 
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End(B), End(AjAm,)). In more detail, and in the notation of (6.3) and 
(6.7) S is the pull-back 

Unfortunately, S may not be equal to R,. The problem is that the 
embeddings H2 r’ u2zMM,(zj(k) and H, a 0,~ M,,(,)(k) could 
depend upon different presentations of 0, as an n(2) xn(2) matrix ring. 
This is where the hypothesis (6.8.1) is used. Thus, let Hi = T(H,) and 
HE = a,(H,). Then there exists a k-algebra isomorphism 0 of 0, such that 
W( Hi) = H;. By hypothesis, 0 is induced from an automorphism w of U,. 
In particular, w(mz) = m,. Thus 

Sr {UE Uz: [u+m,] E Hi} 

Therefore, R, is indeed Morita equivalent to R,. 

6.9. Remark. The hypothesis (6.8.1) is unfortunate, but presumably 
necessary. To see this, suppose that U, is a Noetherian domain that is a 
maximal order in its quotient division ring, for which only the identity 
automorphism of Dz is induced from an automorphism of Uz. Next, con- 
struct two pull-backs Rz and R; inside Uz, as in (6.7), but corresponding 
to different presentations of 0, as an n(2) x n(2) matrix ring. Then it is easy 
to prove that R, and R; cannot be isomorphic and so, presumably, they 
will not be Morita equivalent. 

6.10. A weaker version of Proposition 6.8 does hold without (6.8.1). 
Indeed, the proof of that result also proves 

COROLLARY. Keep the notation of (6.7), and let R, be the pull-back 
(U,, H,, 0,). Then for some choice of the presentation of 17~ as an 
n(2) x n(2) matrix ring, R, will be Morita equivalent to the ring R,= 
(u,, H,, 0,). 

6.11. One situation where the hypothesis (6.8.1) is trivially satisfied is the 
following. Let V be a k-algebra, and Z a maximal ideal of V such that 
V/Z2 k. Set U = M,( V) and m = M,(Z). Then any automorphism of 
U/m z M,(k) is certainly induced from one of U z M,,(k)@, V. A more 
interesting example is provided by the following result. 
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LEMMA. Let U be the enveloping algebra U(el,(k)), where k is now an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Then U has a unique ideal 9 
such that U/q z M,(k). Moreover, any k-algebra automorphism of M,(k) is 
induced from a k-algebra automorphism of U. 

Remark. This lemma can obviously be considerably generalised, but it 
sufficient to illustrate Proposition 6.8. 

Proof That q is unique follows immediately from [Di, Corollary 1.8.5, 
p. 331. Indeed, q is the annihilator of the natural two dimensional represen- 
tation of II(k). Thus one presentation of U/q z M,(k) is given by identify- 
ing the images in U/q of the generators e, f, and h of U with the generators 
of cl(k) c g&(k) = M,(k). 

Now let 0 be a k-algebra automorphism of M,(k). By the Skolem- 
Noether Theorem, W is an inner automorphism; say G(A) = gAg-’ for 
some g E CL,(k). Thus, if A E al?(k), then trace G(A) = trace A = 0 and so 
W induces a (Lie algebra) automorphism wi of 4,(k). By the universality 
of U(&(k)), o, induces a k-algebra automorphism o of U(el,(k)). The 
uniqueness of q implies that w(q) =q and so we may consider the 
automorphism o’ of U/q induced from o. The construction of w clearly 
forces o’ = 0; as required. 

6.12. Using Lemma 6.11, one can show that a surprising number of pull- 
backs are Morita equivalent. 

COROLLARY. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero 
and, for i= 1, 2, let Vi be a primitive factor ring of U(sI,(k)) that is not 
simple. Let Ui be any ring Morita equivalent to Vi. Then Ui has a unique, 
minimal non-zero ideal, say m;, and U,/m,z M,,,,(k) for some integer 
n(i) > 1. Assume that n(i) > 1 for i = 1, 2, and write n(i) = a(i) + b(i) for 
some strictly positive integers a(i) and b(i). Consider the pull-backs 

Ma,i,(k) Ma(i),b(i)(k) 
0 f Mm(k) > 

- U,lw 2 Mn,i,(k) 

I 
t 

Ri --+ ui 

as in (6.7). Then R, is Morita equivalent to R,. 

Remark. An analogous result may be obtained by starting with 
Vi= U(el,(k)), but it is the given formulation of the corollary that will be 
relevant to the study of differential operators. 
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Proof We begin with a number of simplifications. Let Q be the Casimir 
element of U= U(slz(k)). Then the primitive, non-simple factor rings of U 
are precisely the rings W,, , = U/(Q - r2 - 2r) U, for r E N. Moreover, for 
each r, W, has exactly one non-zero ideal, say n,, and W,/n,z M,(k). 
These facts may all be found in [Di] and are summarised in [St]. 
Furthermore, by [St, Corollary 3.33, the rings U: for r E fI are all Morita 
equivalent. Thus, in the statement of the corollary, we may assume 
that V, = V, = U, = Wz and that mz =n,. Next, observe that any 
automorphism o of CJ must fix m,. As (B - 3)U is the unique minimal 
primitive ideal of U contained in mz, w must also fix (Q - 3) U. Thus 
Lemma 6.11 implies that any automorphism of UJm? is induced from an 
automorphism of W, = U/(Q - 3) U. Thus, the corollary is indeed a special 
case of Proposition 6.8. 

7. MORITA EQUIVALENCE OF RINGS OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 

7.1. We now return to the study of rings of differential operators. 
Throughout this section 3 and JY will denote singular, projective curves for 
which the normalisation maps, R: P’ +X and p: P’ -+ +Y’, are injective, 
while X, is the plane, cuspidal, curve of Section 5, with (injective) nor- 
malisation map n, : P’ + ?&. It follows easily from the results of Section 4, 
combined with Corollary 6.12, that 9(X2”) and I are actually Morita 
equivalent (see Lemma 7.2, below). This raises the question of whether that 
Morita equivalence is obtained through the bimodule 9(5?, “9), defined in 
the natural way. The main aim of this section is to show that this is indeed 
the case. As a corollary, we show that the Morita equivalence carries 
H’(%, OS-) to H’(g’, Q) and hence that these modules are simple. This 
will, in turn, be used to prove that the integer t, of Corollary 4.5, is equal 
to dim, H’(X, l!$). 

7.2. LEMMA. Let 3 and %V be as in (7.1). Then 9’(X) is Morita equivalent 
to 9(“3). 

ProoJ Corollary 4.7 proves that Q(Z) is a pull-back. Moreover, the 
ring S = End,(,, , 9(P’, X), of Corollary 4.7, is Morita equivalent to 
9(P’) z U($(k))/(Q). Thus Q(X) and 9?(“Y) are pull-backs of precisely 
the form considered in Corollary 6.12 and hence, by that result, 9’(Z) and 
9(“Y) are Morita equivalent. 

7.3. Let X and V be as in (7.1). In order to define 9(5?, “9), we need to 
choose “compatible” open afline covers of % and g’, which is achieved as 
follows. Given an open afine subset {U,} of S, set o= K ~ ‘( U,%) and 
U, = p( 0). U, is an open afline subset of Y and, as rc and p are injective, 
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the process is symmetric. Such a pair (U,, U,) will be called compatible 
and we will always denote 7~~r U ( $) = p-‘( U,) by 0. Given a compatible 
pair (U,, U,), set 

qu,, U,)= {eE~(K(2-)):e~8(Uz)E8(U~)}. 

This is a Q( U,)-9( U,)-bimodule and, by Proposition 3.7(iv), is non-zero 
since it is equal to 9( 0, U,) 9( U,, 8). Thus, in the notation of Section 2, 
if we form the sheaves 

and 

1=7c*{~(o,,,p-‘o,)~,,,~(~-‘~~,, S,,)} 

of left 9,-modules (respectively of right 9Z-modules), the sections over U, 
(respectively U,) are 

Finally, set 

9(9-, “y) = r(g, 9) = I-($, 2). 

Once again, this is clearly a C@(g)-9(Z)-bimodle and is non-zero, since it 
contains 9(P’, “Y) 9(Z, p’) ?9(P’, ?!I). 

7.4. Given the Morita equivalence of 9(S) and I, it is natural to 
ask whether this equivalence can be obtained via 9(S, “Y) in the following 
sense: Is 9(X, 9I) a progenerative right 9(T)-module with endomorphism 
ring isomorphic to 9(tiY)? 

In order to study 9(S, Y), we begin with the special case when 3 = 3, 
is the plane cuspidal curve of Section 5. The reason for this is that now, 
p factors through rc,, in the sense that p is the composition 
P’ “I, Z& f 5Y, for an appropriate map $. To show this, observe that 
one may assume that C!/ is smooth at p(a) and has a singularity at p(O). 
Let 8, = P’ \{ CC }, or = P’ \ (0) be the standard, open alfine cover of P’, 
and let UO = nr( no), U, = x1( o,), and { Vi = p( o,)} be the corresponding 
covers of 9-r and 0Y (note that they are compatible). Let t be the coordinate 
function at zero on o,,. Then, it follows easily from the fact that p is 
injective that 

cn( V,) c O( U,) = k[P, t3] c O( 0,) = k[r] (7.4.1) 

and 8( VI) E 0( U,) = S(8,) =k[t-‘1. These containments therefore define 
II/. 
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In order to simplify the notation, set Q(“Y) = p(P”, JY), P(?Y) = 
$(“Y, lP’), and S(g) = End,,,,, Q(?I), with the corresponding definitions 
over $‘ and X,. 

7.5. LEMMA. In the notation of (7.4), Q(3,) : e’( 0,) = e’( U,), for i = 1, 2. 

Proof: By Lemma 5.3, Q(%,) 3 td - 1, where 8 = d/&. Clearly, 
(td - 1) 0 t” = (n - 1) t” # 0, whenever n # 1. Since c( U,) = k + t2k[ t] and 
O(U,)= k[t-‘1, this suffices to prove the lemma. 

7.6. Keep the notation of (7.4). In attempting to identify a(%,, “Y), one 
obvious object to try is Z= G??(P’, “3) g(Y,, P’). Unfortunately, this can- 
not be a progenerator. For, End(Z,,,<,,) contains (and hence is equal to) 
End(Q(g/),,,l, ) = S(g). Thus, by Theorem 3.19, Z,,.,,, is not a 
progenerator. Instead, we begin by studying L = Q(?Y){Q(3,),,,,,}*. 
By Proposition 3.14, Q(g), and Q(TI))* are progenerators over g(P’), 
with endomorphism rings S(Y), respectively S(%,)). Thus L,,,, is a 
progenerator with endomorphism ring S(Y). (In the notation of 
Theorem 6.5, S(XI) and L will play the role of U and A, and our aim will 
be to prove that g(&, gy) is a pull-back T= (A, B, LX) for some H-module 
B. Here H = 9(.X, )/n where n = J(& ) is the (unique minimal) non-zero 
ideal of S(XI ).) 

LEMMA. Let K = K( 5?“, ) and A4 = L n 9(K). Then : 

(i) S(%)nS(3,)2LzA42Ln. 

(ii) M= LnS?(Z,) and dim, L/M= 1. 

Proof (i) Since p factors through 71,) Q(g) c Q(%,) and P(.F,) E P(g). 
Thus P($-,)** = Q(X,)* c Q(q)*. Therefore, 

Similarly, as P( 3, )* */P( 3, ) is finite-dimensional, 

Ln=Q(?V) P(fit”,)**n~Q(Y) P(3,)sE(K) 

and so Ln c g(K) n L. 

(ii) Suppose that L E 9(K). By Proposition 3.14(a), P(g) Q(g) = 
g( P’). Thus 

contradicting Lemma 5.3. Thus L g 9(K) and M # L. Now, by 
Proposition 5.4(ii), S(X,)/g(%I) is l-dimensional. Since L n 9(X,) E MS 
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L E S(.!X,), this implies that M = L n 9(X,) and hence that L/M is 
l-dimensional. 

7.7. LEMMA. Keep the notation of (7.6). Then M = S?(Xl, a). 

Proof. Observe that, in the notation of (7.4), 

9(~,,~))(~*)~C”(~i)~~(~~,~)~O(ui)ccri(vi), 

for each i. Thus Q(%r;, Y) Q(5?r) G Q(“Y). Therefore, 

~(~,,,~)~~(~,t”,,~)S(~~)=~(~,,~)Q(~,){Q(~,)~,,,,}cL. 

Thus 9(%, ,6) G L n 9(K) = M. Conversely, for each i, Lemma 7.5 implies 
that 

Mo~(U~)=M~(Q(~~)~~(Z~,))=MQ(~,)~O(~~) 

E LQ(Z-,)d@,)= Q(g) Q(5Y,)*Q(9-~)4V(~i) 

=Q(“y)9(P’)d(~JG!?(Vi). 

Thus MG 9(55-r, “y). 

7.8. We now use the results of Section 6 to prove that M8(3,) is a 
progenerator with endomorphism ring 9(g). Let 5? be any singular, 
rational curve with injective normalisation map rr: P’ + .Y. Then, 
Theorem 4.3 implies that J(X) z 9(X) c S(Z) and 

In particular, 9(%) is a maximal subring of S(S). Write t(Z) for the 
integer t of (7.8.1). Thus t(s) 2 1 while, by Proposition 5.4, t(X,) = 1. Next, 
consider the module L of (7.6). If n = J(%, ) and C is the (unique) simple 
right module over S(Fr)/n 2 M,(k), then L/Ln = Cc”, for some integer r. 
Since L,(,,, is a progenerator with endomorphism ring S(g), Morita 
theory says that 

S(g))lJ(g) = End(L/Ln),,,,, = M,(k). 

Thus r= t(g) + 122. Now consider M. Note that F(X,)= (t i) is an 
hereditary subring of S(%, ))/n, with two uniform, projective right modules 

EC and 
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Now, A is an extension of B by a simple F(.F,)-module, not isomorphic to 
B. Thus, counting composition factors proves that the only F(.9,)-sub- 
modules of L/Ln 2 A”’ are those of the form A’“‘@ B’-” , with .Y + ~3 6 r. 
Since dim L/M= 1, this forces M/Ln 2,4”- “0 B. In particular, and in the 
notation of Section 6, M is the pull-back Mz (L, A”- “0 B, 1) over the 
pull-back ring 9(zr) 2 (S(X,), F(z,)), S(%, )/n). Thus, by Theorem 6.5, 
Mm,, , is a progenerator with endomorphism ring 

End fr,l‘,, M= (End L, End M/Ln, End L/Ln)s S(g). 

Since 9(Y) G End M and 9(“Y) is a maximal subring of S(g), this forces 
9(Y) = End M. Thus we have proved the first part of 

THEOREM. Let JY be a singular, projective, rational curve, with injective 
normalisation map p: P’ + 2%. Let 3, be the cuspidal, plane, cubic curve. 
Then 

(i) g(Tl”t;, Wp(,F,, is a progenerator, with endomorphism ring g(g). 

(ii) 92(X,, a)&,,,=9(d?, %,). 

Proof: It remains to prove part (ii). Set Z=g(%,, 91)&r,,. Then, by 
Morita theory, Z= r(y+?(%, , Y)*. Let the open a&e covers {Vi} and 
( Vi} be defined as in (7.4). Then, by Theorem 3.15(a), $?( Ui, Vi) = 
9( Vi) 9(X,, ?V), for i = 0, 1. Thus 

By Proposition 3.7, this implies that 

-W-H g(r$2( ui, vi)*} = (I a( vi, Uj) = q”y, 3,). 

Since the containment 9(9Y, %,) E Z is a triviality, this completes the proof. 

7.9. Remark. Consider what happens when one repeats the above 
analysis, but with 0% replaced by [Fp’. Then 

In this case, one still finds that M is a pull-back over 9(X,)), with 
endomorphism ring ~(IP’). However, in the notation of (7.8), r(P’) = 1 and 
so M/Ln 2 B c A = L/Ln. Thus M/Ln is not a generator over F(X, )--as it 
cannot be, since 9(P’) = End M is not Morita equivalent to 9(%,). 

7.10. It is now easy to repeat Theorem 7.8 for an arbitrary pair of curves. 
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THEOREM. Let !X and Y be two singular, rational, projective curves, with 
injective normalisation maps. Define 9(%“, Y) as in (7.3). Then 9(%, Y),(,, 
is a progenerator with endomorphism ring Q(Y). Moreover, Q(%, Y)* = 
9(Y, S), as a module over either 9(X) or 9(Y). 

Proof. By Theorem 7.8, Z= 9(X,, “Y) 9(%, 3,) is a progenerator as a 
right 9(S)-module with endomorphism ring isomorphic to Q(Y). 
Moreover, Z* z9(5?,, X) 5?(Y, 5?,), as a module over either Q(T) or 
9(Y). Thus, in order to prove the theorem, one need only prove that 
Z= 9(%, Y). Certainly ZG 9(5?, Y). If the containment is strict, then 
Theorem 7.8 implies that 

SqY, ?rl) Lqa, a) ci?(z-*, ST-) 3 9(Y, ST-,) zz2iqzr,, 2-r) = s?(%-I), 

which is absurd. 

7.11. One should regard Theorem 7.10 as showing that the Morita 
equivalence between 9(T) and Q(Y) is obtained via the “correct” functors. 
As a consequence, many of the results proved for 9(X,)), by direct com- 
putation, in Section 5 will also hold for 9(Y). The rest of this section will 
be devoted to such consequences and will therby complete the proof of 
Theorems B, C, and D of the Introduction. 

COROLLARY. Let S? and Y be as in Theorem 7.10. Let {U,} and {U, } 
be compatible open affine subsets of J and Y, as in (7.3), with 0 the corre- 
sponding subset of PI. Then: 

0) WS,Y)WU,)=9(U,, U,); 

(ii) 9(%, Y)O 9(r, E( U,) 2 0( V,). 

Proof (i) Use the proof of Corollary 3.17, but with Theorem 7.10 
replacing Proposition 3.14(c). 

(ii) One has 

~(s,Y))8o(u,)~~(~,Y)~~(u,)~o(u,) 

s’(U,, u,)@o(u,)=au,), 

where the final steps follow from Theorem 7.10 and Proposition 3.7(v). 

7.12. COROLLARY. Let 3 and Y be as in Theorem 7.10. Then 

9(X, wOa(s) H’(X, C.J.) s H’(Y, 0,). 

Moreover, H’(Y, ~9~) is a simple 9(Y)-module. 
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Proof: By deleting two points from $ and proceeding as in (7.3), one 
may choose a compatible pair of open affme covers (U,, Uz} and 
( V,, V,} for X and /y. By a Tech cohomology calculation (see 
[Ha, pp. 2 1882221) 

Since 9(?4?, ?Y)9.(Ly-, is projective, Corollary 7.11 implies that 

!a(T, “y) @ Hyx, c”y, 

252(P","Y)@L"(U,n U,)/(~(~,~)O~(U,)+~(~,~)O8(U,)) 

g O( V, n Vz)/O( V,) + C( Vz) 2 H’(9, C+). (7.12.1) 

Now set 5? = 3,. By Proposition 5.4, H’(Z,, p*,) is a simple 9(X,)-module. 
Since 9(!&, Y) is a progenerator as a right 9(X,)-module, (7.12.1) implies 
that 

is also a simple module. 

1.13. COROLLARY. Let “3 be any singular curve with injective normalisa- 
tion map p : P’ + 2%. If J (JY) is the minimal non-zero ideal of I, then 

where t = dim, H’(g, 19~). 

Proof: With the exception of showing that t = dim, H’(d3, O#), this 
follows from Corollary 4.5. However, by Corollary 7.12, and in the notation 
of Corollary 4.4, H’(CV, O+,) is a simple module over 9(9)/l(g) z M,(k). 
This is only possible if t = dim, H’(g’, C,). 

7.14. COROLLARY. Let SY be any singular curve with injective normalisa- 
tion map p : P’ + 03. Then there exists a non-split, short exact sequence of 
left 9( +Y )-modules : 

o+H’(?l,~~j4qP’,~)@ 9fp,, H’(P’, L?,,) + H”(b. C9) +O. 

ProoJ H’(P’, O,,) is the unique, finite-dimensional, simple left 
9( P’)-module. Moreover, by Proposition 3.14, Q(9) = 9(P’, $Y) is 
a progenerator as a right 9( P’)-module, with endomorphism ring S(g). 
Thus Z = 9(P’, g) @‘s,pl, H’(P’, Co,,) is the unique, simple, finite- 
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dimensional, left S(Y)-module. Therefore, 2 has annihilator J(Y) and may 
be identified with the right hand column Z,, of S(Y) z M, + i(k). Finally, 
Corollary 7.13 implies that, as a left g( Y)-module, Z, is a non-split extension 
of H’(Y, @“,) by H’(Yl, Gs). 

7.15. COROLLARY. Let JY be any singular curve with injective normalisa- 
tion map p: P’+Y. If K=K(g), then G@(CY)=S(+Y)nC3(K). 

Proof Certainly g(Y) G S(Y) n g(K), while by Theorem 4.3 (or 
Corollary 7.13) g(Y) is a maximal subring of S(Y). Thus to prove the 
corollary, we need only show that S(Y) g g(K). 

By Theorem 7.8, Q(%, , Y) is a progenerator as a left g(Y))-module, with 
endomorphism ring isomorphic to g(%,)). Now, S(Y) is the unique maxi- 
mal order containing and equivalent to g(Y) (see Corollary 4.9). Thus the 
usual Morita theoretical argument implies that S(?EL) = g(Y, %i) 
S(Y) g(%,, Y). But, if S(?I)G~(K), then this implies that S(%,)GC~(K); 
contradicting Lemma 5.3. 

7.16. THEOREM. Let GY be any singular curve with injective normalisation 
p: P’ + ?Y and let p be a point of 6. Then Hd(%, 08) is a non-split C@(Y)- 
module of length two, with socle H’(CY\p, C,,,,)/H”(Y, C&) and factor 
H’(Y, fi,). 

Proof: Let rc: PL + Xi be the normalisation map for the cuspidal 
cubic curve 3, and let q = ~(p-‘(p)) ES,. Then, by excision (4.12.2), 
Hi(%, , es,) 2 C( U\q)/O( U), where U is an open affine neighbourhood of 
q. Now, if V=P(X-‘(U)) then ~(~~,,Y)Oy(~,)O(U)~:(V). Thus, we 
have 

by excision, again. Thus the result follows from the Morita equivalence of 
Theorem 7.8 combined with the Proposition 5.5. 

8. ASSOCIATED GRADED RINGS 

8.1. Let Y be an affine curve with normalisation map p: @ -+ Y. In [SS] 
it was shown that the associated graded ring gr g(Y) = ena B”(Y)/ 
W-‘(Y) is naturally a subring of gr G@(Y). Moreover gr g(Y) is an afline 
commutative ring if (and only if) p is injective. In this section we show that 
the same result holds for rational projective curves. The proof follows along 
the same lines as that given in [SS] and so some of the details will be left 
to the reader. 
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8.2. Fix a rational curve 9’ with normalisation map 7~: P’ + Z. Note 
that, if we identify 9(Z) with a subring of 5?(K), for K= K(Y), then 
9”(X) = Q(Z) n L?“(K) for all n. In particular, 

gr9(f’)z@ j(L2”(Y’)+~n~‘(K))~~‘r~‘(K)}~grC2(K). (8.2.1) 

Throughout this section we will identify gr 9(Z) with its image in gr Q?(K). 

LEMMA. grGC?(ZZ”)GgrG?(P’) undgr~(P’)~~[a,b,c]/(ac-b2). 

Proof: Write P’ = A’ LJ ( CG 1 with the corresponding open affrne cover 
{ a, = A ‘, 8, = P1 \ { 0} } and set Vi = 7c( vi). Thus, if f is a coordinate func- 
tion on A’ then, as usual, 9(P’)=k[& ra, t’a]. It follows routinely that 
gr 9?(P’) z k[a, 6, c]/(ac - 6’) where ~1, b, and c are the leading symbols of 
d, ta, and t’d. Finally, 

where the second containment comes from [SS, i%oposition 3.111. 

8.3. The rest of the section is devoted to proving that, if X is as in (8.2) 
with rc injective, then gr C@(P’ ) is a finitely generated gr 9(%)-module. An 
appeal to Eakin’s Theorem will then imply that gr 9(X) is an afftne 
Noetherian ring. If 5Y is an afline curve for which p: g + $?I is injective then 
the starting point in [SS], for proving that gr 59(Y) is Noetherian, is the 
observation that S(@, “Y) n @(z?) # 0. Of course, this is not true when % 
is projective and so we need to find some other canonical element in .9(Z). 

Thus, fix a singular projective curve 5? with an injective normalisation 
map 7~: 8’ + X. Pick open affine covers {U, , . . . . U,, U, } of 5Y and 
(0 ‘, . . . . o,, 0, ) of P’ such that 

(a) rc( 8,) = Ui for each i, 

(b) urn, is smooth, 
(c) for 1 < i < I, Ui has exactly one singularity, say at 7c(cli), and 

(d) in the notation of (8.2), Uis VI for 1 < i< r. 

As usual, set 0( 8,) =k[t]. Since K is injective, this implies that, for 
1< i < r, O( Vi) 1 (t - Cri)“lCn( Di) for some ni and hence that 

9(8,, Vi)3 fi ((t-ai)d-j). 
j=l 

(8.3.1) 

The next lemma shows how to use this to obtain a specific element in 
B(5Ybindeed it even finds one in Q(P’, X). 
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LEMMA. ~(P’,~)3~=g(a,,n,,O)g(a2,n2,n,)~..g(a,,n,,(n,+n2+ 
... +nrwl)) where g(a,/?,y)=nf=, ((t-a)d-j-y). 

Proof The key observation is that, for any a, /I E k and p E N one has 

((t-~)a--p)((t-8)&p-l)=((r-p)d-~)((t-a)~?-p-l). (8.3.2) 

Now 0 has the form 

for some biE k and integer S. Thus the obvious induction using (8.3.2) 
allows one to swop terms in the expression for 0. In particular, for any 
l<u<r, 

Q = g(a,, n,, O)@, for some @, E k[r& a]. (8.3.3) 

By the construction of the Ui for 1 < i < r, certainly 9( oi) 2 k[t, a]. Thus 
(8.3.1) and (8.3.3) combine to show that 0 E 9( oi, CT;). Finally 

LT2(P’,F)= n 9(Oi, Ui)n9(8,x, U,)nS?(P’) 
i= I 

= n 9(8,, Ui)n2?(PL)30. 

8.4. Next, we relate the “size” of gr 9?(P’)/gr 9(P’, X) to that of 
9(P’)/9(P1, 57) as this will give the required estimate for the size of 
gr 9(P’)/gr Q?(X). The appropriate invariant is defined as follows. Given a 
module M over a k-algebra R, define the long length of A4, written N(M), 
to be the maximum integer n such that there exists a chain of submodules 

M=M,3M,3 ... 3M,=O, 

such that each Mi is infinite-dimensional (if no such integer exists, set 
II(M) = CC ). Note that N(M) is finite in two cases of interest; if A4 has finite 
length over any k-algebra R or if M is a finitely generated module of Krull 
dimension one over any affine commutative k-algebra. 

8.5. LEMMA. Write 9Y(P’) = k[d, td, t’d] as in (8.2). Then 

(i) rf X=5?(~‘)/((t-a)6-r)9([FP1) for some aEk and integer r, 
then N(X) = 2. 

(ii) IfR=grL@(P’)=k[a, b, c]/(ac-b2) then Zl(R/bR)=2. 

ProoJ By the change of variable t + t + a, we may suppose that a = 0 
in part (i). Next, observe that, if X is given the induced filtration 

~,,=(~n(~‘)+(ti)-r)~(P’))/(t~-r)~(~’), 
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then gr X= @ X,,/X,,+ , 2 R/bR. Thus in order to prove the lemma it suf- 
fices to show that /I(X) > 2 and Il( R/bR) < 2. Since R = bR@k[a] @ ck[c] 
this latter requirement is obvious. Now consider X and suppose that r 2 0. 
Then 

~(P’)=(td-r)8(P’)Oiik[~]Ok[f2i7]. (8.5.1) 

Set f=r’a and write Z=(ts-r)~(~‘)cJ=Z+fr9(P’). Then it is 
immediate from (8.51) that J/Z is infinite-dimensional. Observe that 
f( td + 1) = taf and hence that f ‘tir = (ta - r) f ‘. Similarly, f 'd = 
f'-'&-(ta-l)= . . . = (td - r) f rP ‘rd. Thus J/Z is a homomorphic image of 
(and hence by Lemma 2.7 equal to) 9?( P’)/(tB(P’) + B( PI)). It follows 
from (8.5.1) that g(P’)/J must be infinite-dimensional. If r < 0 then the 
above argument still works, provided that one replaces f by e = 8. 

8.6. If A4 is a finitely generated right (or left) 9( PI)-submodule of 9(K) 
filter M by {M, = Mn 9,“(K)} and set gr M= @ M,/M,- ‘. As in (8.2) we 
may identify gr M with @(Mi+ 9’i-‘(K))/9iP l(K). In particular, if 
NcMthen grNsgrM. 

LEMMA. (i) Write 9( p’) = k[a, tc?, t’c?] and suppose that 0 E k[ta, ~71 is 
defined as in Lemma 8.3. If V and W are right ideals of ?2(lP’) such that 
&~(P’)G Vc WG~(P’), then ZZ(W/V)=N(gr W/gr V). 

(ii) Let X be a singular projective curve such that the normalisation map 
71: [Fp’ + 5Y is injective. Then Zf(9(P’)/B(P’, 3)) = fZ(gr 9(P’)/gr 9(P’, F)). 

(iii) Similarly, N(9(%, p’)/9(P’)) < N(gr 9?(%, P’)/gr 9(P’)). 

Proof (i) Given right ideals ZC J of Q( P’) then it is an easy exercise 
to show that J/Z is infinite dimensional if and only if gr J/gr Z is. Thus 
ZZ(J/Z) < ZZ(gr J/gr I). Since Lemma 8.5 implies that ff(C@(P’)/O9(P’)) = 
N(gr g(P’)/gr 89(P’j) and long length is additive on short exact sequen- 
ces, the result follows easily. 

(ii) This follows immediately from part (i) combined with 
Lemma 8.3. 

(iii) This is clear. (In fact the proof of part (ii) can be easily modified 
to prove that one has equality here.) 

8.7. THEOREM. Let X be a projective curve such that the normalisation 
map 71: P’ + % is injective. Then, under the identtfications of (8.2): 

(i) gr 9(X) c gr 9(P’); 
(ii) gr 9(P’)/gr S?(F) is afinite-dimensional k-vector space; 

(iii) gr 9’(X) is an affine, Noetherian, commutative domain. 
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Proof. Part (i) is just Lemma 8.2. Since gr 9( P ’ ) is aftine, part (iii) 
follows from part (ii) combined with Eakin’s Theorem [Ma, Theorem 3.71. 
Thus it remains to prove part (ii). This is very similar to the proof of [SS, 
Theorem 3.121, and so some of the details will be left to the reader. 

By Corollary 3.6, 9(P’, 3) = { 9’la”9(X, PI)}* and so Lemma 1.4 
implies that Q(P’, %)*/9(X, P’) is finite-dimensional. Also, if I and J are 
right ideals of 9?( P’) such that 9( P’, 3) E Ic JC a( P’) with J/Z infinite- 
dimensional, then Lemma 1.4 implies that I*/J* is also infinite-dimen- 
sional. Thus if It = Z* n Q(%, p’), etc., then It/J+ is infinite-dimensional. 
Hence 

m = 11(9(X, P’)@(P’))> ll(qP’)p(P’, S)) (8.7.1) 

(and by a dual argument one actually has equality). 
By Lemma 8.6(iii) we may therefore choose a chain of gr 9(P’)-modules 

gr~(P’)=Z,cZ,c ... cZ,=grs(F, P’) 

such that Ii/Ii-, is infinite-dimensional for each i. But if J, c Jz are non- 
zero ideals of gr 9(fP’) with Jz/J, infinite-dimensional, then NJz/NJl is 
also infinite-dimensional for any non-zero ideal IV. Thus 

gr~(P’,~)=gr~(p’,~)ZOC ... Cgr9(lP’,%)Z, 

= gr 9(P’, f) .gr 9(S, P’) (8.7.2) 

is also a chain where each factor is infinite-dimensional. Now, (8.7.1) and 
Lemma 8.6(ii) combine to prove that l/(gr 9(P’)/gr 9(P’, 9”)) <m. 
Therefore, (8.7.2) forces gr Q(iF”)/gr 9(P’, 3). gr 59(X, p’) to be tinite- 
dimensional. Finally, as 

gr Q(p’, %).gr9(9”, P’)Ggr(9(P’, X)9(%, PL))Cgr9(9”)Egr9(P’), 

this in turn implies that gr 9(p’)/gr 9’(T) is finite-dimensional. 

8.8. COROLLARY. Let A? be a singular projective curve with injective nor- 
malisation K: P’ + S?” and write 9(P’) = k[& td, t’a]. Then for Some 
integer n > 1, Q(Z) contains an element of the form 8 = a” + I$ where 
I$ E 9”-‘(K). 

Proof: Write gr 9( P’) 2 k[a, b, c]/(ac - b*), where a is the image of d. 
Then Theorem 8.7 implies that gr 9(X) contains some polynomial 
f(a) E k[a] of degree, say n. Now take 0 to be any preimage in 9(s) of 
f(a). 

Remark. We know of no direct way of computing the element 9 given 
by the above corollary. 
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9. TWISTED DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 

9.1. In this section we investigate differential operators on rational, pro- 
jective curves with coefficients in a line bundle. Some of the arguments are 
only slightly more general than those used earlier, and so will be omitted. 
If .Y is an invertible sheaf, over a rational, projective curve Z, then we 
define gyl, the sheaf of differential operators with coefficients in dp, by 
gY=04POE g,,@, 9-l. Here Y~‘=%&~(Y,~fi), is the dual sheaf of 
9. If U is an open affine subset then g,J U) = U(U) 2’(U) Y ~ ‘( U) and so 
Y y is clearly a sheaf of rings. Moreover, the obvious containment, 
C~~$ c g9 ) makes gY a quasi-coherent [CL*-module and we denote by 
g9-mod the category of sheaves of G2,-modules quasi-coherent over 2”. 
Write QJL?“) = f(F, gY), for the ring of globally defined operators. Notice 
that, since Y is naturally a G?,-module, r(!X, 9) is a left 2?,Jt”l^)-module. 
Moreover, the injection YG K(F), shows that H’(T, 2’) is a left 
QJX)-module. 

In this section it is shown that &2,(2”) is Noetherian. When the nor- 
malisation map, n: 5” + S, is injective the list of all Morita equivalence 
classes in which Lag occurs is given and conditions on 2’ are found 
under which gr(2”) is Morita equivalent to g(p’). These conditions also 
imply a Beilinson-Bernstein-type equivalence of categories and show that 
f(%, 2’) is a simple QJT)-module. 

9.2. EXAMPLE. The invertible sheaves over P’ are isomorphic to Q(n), 
for n E h (see [Ha, 11.6.171, for example). If W,,, W, is the usual cover of 
P’, with @(I%‘,) = k[t], 0( IV,) =k[r-‘1, then 

u wo, lfl’(n)) = Qfl, f( w,, Q(n)) = t%[t-‘1 

Thus, writing 2& = gc(,,), we obtain 

L2,,(W,)=9(W,)=k[t,ir] 

and 

~~(w,)=tn~(W,)t~‘*=k[t~‘, qta-n)]. 

An easy calculation shows that z&( p’) = k[a, ta, t(ta - n)] and hence that 
2,JlP’) is isomorphic to a primitive factor ring of U(el,(k)), namely 
U(eI,)/(Q -n* - 2n), where Q is the Casimir element. We remark that all 
these rings are Morita equivalent to L@(LP’) except for % l(P’), which is 
the simple ring of infinite global dimension in Remark 1.5 (see [St, 
Proposition 3.51). It is well known that H’(P’, O(n)) =0 and HO(P’, O(n)) 
is a simple ?$,(P’)-module, for n 2 0, whereas H’(P’, O(n)) = 0 and 
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H’(P’, O(n)) is simple, for n < -2. Of course HO(P’, 0(-l)) = 
H’(P’, 0( - 1)) = 0. See [Di] and [Ha, Theorem III.S.l]. 

9.3. For the remainder of this section fix a projective curve 3, with nor- 
malisation ‘it: P’ + X. Let 9 be an invertible sheaf over X. The inverse 
image sheaf rr*Y = Q @ Y is isomorphic to 0(n), for some n E h, and so, 
by replacing 3 with an isomorphic subsheaf of K(X), we may assume that 
rr*Y = o(n). Our first aim is to prove that zZC?~(S) is Noetherian. Just as 
in the non-twisted case, our analysis of Q&Z!-) is carried out through cer- 
tain bimodules, admitting a comparison between the structure of g,(Z) 
and that of gn(lp’). The direct image functor, rc*, makes rc*Q,, into a sheaf 
of rings quasi-coherent over Q.. Now define Q,(n,LTlpl,cX), to be the 
sheaf of gY-7c* z%,,!,-bimodules with sections 9,(U, U) = Y(U) 
a( n, U) Y ~ ‘( U), on an open afline subset U of S. Here 8 = x - ‘( U), as 
usual. Finally define 

9.4. LEMMA. g9(p’, 3) is a non-zero left ideal of 9&Z), and a right 
ideal of 2&( P ’ ). 

Prooj’I Let U be an open afline subset of % with the property that its 
pre-image 8 is either contained in IV, or IV, (in the notation of Exam- 
ple 9.2). By the argument at the beginning of the proof of Proposition 2.3, 
it is enough to show that gY( 0, U) n gn,( P”) # 0. Let t be the coordinate 
function on IV,. Then 8~ W. (respectively, 8~ IV,) and so 0( 8) = k[t],, 
for some 0 #f E k[t] (respectively, 0( 8) = k[t - ‘1 g). Now there exists an 
element 0 # h E 0( 0) n C@( 0, U), and hence h E gY( 0, U). Moreover, we 
may suppose that h E k[t] (respectively, h E k[t-‘I). Finally, the identities 

p-1 

tP IJo (t8+i-n)=(t(td-n))P 

( 

P--l 

respectively tpP n (td + i) = dP 
i=o > 

make it clear that Qp( 0, U) n 2?,J P’) # 0, as required. 

9.5. We can now prove the analogue of Theorem A for twisted differen- 
tial operators. 

THEOREM. Let X be a rational, projective curve and Y an invertible sheaf 
over X. Then 

4x1 147,1-16 
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(a) QY(X) is a Noetherian domain of left and right Krull dimension 
one. 

(b) QY(s‘) is a fi’nitel~~ generated k-algebra. 

(c) If M is a 5?Y(Z)-module of finite length, then EndP2,,,., M is a 
finite-dimensional k-vector space. 

(d) g9(S) has a unique, minimal non-zero ideal J,(Z). Moreover 
FY(Y) = L2Y(Y)/J,(X) is finite-dimensional over k. 

ProoJ: By Lemma 9.4, gY( P’, 3) is a non-zero right ideal of &( P’) for 
which 

Now apply Theorem 1.7. 

9.6. For the remainder of this section we assume that the normalisation 
map 7~: P’ + S is injective, and that Y is an invertible sheaf on 2”. For the 
results below we shall need to compare 2!?Y(X) with C@( P’) and so, first, we 
must define appropriate bimodules. Denote by Q(rc,O,,, 9) the sheaf of 
gY-rr* gPl-bimodules with sections U(U) G@( 0, U) on an open ahine subset 
U of X. Similarly, 22(6p, rt* UP,) is a sheaf of rc* C2Pl-gY-bimodules and has 
sections G@( U, 8) 9 ~ ‘(U) over U. We write 

and 

G?(P’, U)= z-(X, 5?(7T*O,,, P)) 

Notice that 5?(P’, 6p) is a ~Y(Z)-~(P’)-bimodule and C%?(Y, P’) is a 
Q(P’)-Q&X)-bimodule. In general neither of these modules will be 
contained in Q(Pi), which is why they were not used to prove 
Theorem 9.5. 

9.7. LEMMA. (a) 9([Fp’, 9) is a non-zero, finitely generated, fractional 
right 62( P ’ )-ideal and a finitely generated, fractional left Q,(%)-ideal. 

(b) 9(2’, p’) is a non-zero, finitely generated, fractional right 
9,(%)-ideal and a finitely generated, fractional left 9( IF” )-ideal. 

Cc) QWtp, P’)G CW~‘v JU,(,I,l*. 
Cd) WP’, 9) = Cacpl,WyP, P’)l* and so is a projective right 9( PI)- 

module. 

(e) End,(.l, qu, P’) = 9JT-). 
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ProoJ Write M= g(T, P’) and N= g(P’, 2). If k’ is the unique 
quasi-coherent g,,-module with n,& = Q(6p, rc,O,,), then 

!Giqu, P’)=f(%,9(dp, ?r*O,,))=f(P’, ,U)#O, 

where the non-equality follows from Theorem 3.2. Parts (a), (b), and (c) of 
the lemma and the fact that 5?( P’, 9) G 5?( Y, P’)* follow routinely from 
this observation combined with Theorem 9.5 (see, for example, the proof of 
Corollary 2.5). 

By Theorem 3.2, &! is generated by its global sections, Q(Y, P’). Thus, 
for any open afine subset U of Z.Z” with 8 = n-‘(U), one has 
G%?( 6) 5@(U, IF”) = ,K( 0) = a( U, 8) Y ~ ‘( U). Thus, by Proposition 3.7, 
EndgcB, A(o) = Y(U) Q(U) U-‘(U) = gp( U). The argument of 
Corollary 3.8 can now be used to prove the rest of the lemma. 

9.8. We can now determine the possibilities for the Morita equivalence 
class of gY(X). 

THEOREM. Let Y be a curve with injective normalisation P’ + 5Y and let 
Y be an invertible sheaf on 3. Then 9JX) is Morita equivalent to one of 
the following three rings: 9(Y), g(P’), or %,(P’) 2 U(sI,)/(Q + 1). 

Remark. The first of these possibilities occurs, of course, if .Y = OF. 
Later we will show that the other two possibilities also arise. 

Proof Put M= g(U, p’) and N= g’( P’, 9). If W is a $@([FP’)-module 
then W* will denote the dual, Hom,(,,,( W, g(kP’)). Thus, by the last 
result, N= M* is a projective 9(P’)-module and EndPtP1, M= gJ%). We 
shall consider four cases. 

Case A. N,(,,, is not a generator. 
As N is not a generator, Trace(N)=N*N#g(P’). Thus, Trace(N) =m 

which, since N is projective, implies that Nm= N. But, by 1.4(d), 
mN* = mM** E MG N* = mN*. Thus M= N* and M= mA4. It follows 
that S?J!X) z End,,,,, M is simple and hence is Morita equivalent to 
%,(P’). 

Case B. N2,(p,, is a generator and M= N*. 
In this case N and M are progenerators and so End A4 is Morita equiv- 

alent to g(kP’). 

Case C. N o(p,) is a generator and g(pI,M is not a generator. 
In this case M= mN*. As End N* is Morita equivalent to $S(P’), 

it is a maximal order, and so End M= End mN* = End N* is Morita 
equivalent to a( P’). 
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Case D. g,Pl,M is a generator and M# N*. 
The proof of Theorem 4.3 shows that End M shares its unique minimal 

ideal, J, with End N and hence is a pull-back 

+ End N/J= M,+,(k) 
r I I 

End M ---+ End N 

for some positive integers p and q. Now Corollary 6.12 implies that End it4 
is Morita equivalent to g(T). 

A routine verification shows that Cases A-D exhaust all possibilities for 
M and N and this completes the proof of the theorem. 

9.9. By analogy with Example 9.2, one expects that the possibilities for 
the Morita class of gJ%) are characterised by (non-)vanishing of the 
cohomology of P’, and this suggests the following conjecture. 

Conjecture. (a) 9JX) is Morita equivalent to g(Z) if and only if 
HO(%, 9) and I?‘(%, U) are non-zero. 

(b) 58JX) is Morita equivalent to g(lP’) if and only if exactly one 
of HO(%, 3) and H’(S?“, 9) is non-zero 

(c) G@JZ) is Morita equivalent to G!?-,(P’) if and only if 
HO@-, 2) = H’(3-, Y) = 0. 

(d) Whenever H’(5!“‘, 9) is non-zero, it is a simple 5?JZ)-module. 

9.10. Next it is shown that “asymptotically” aY(S)-mod is equivalent to 
a(P’j-mod and hence gY-mod. Firstly define 

~(u,~)=r(~,~~o,~.~~‘) 

and 

LEMMA. (a) 9(5?, S) is a non-zero, finitely generated, fractional right 
QY(%)-ideal and a finitely generated, fractional left 9(S)-ideal. 

(b) 54(X, 9) is a non-zero, finitely generated, fractional right Q(X)- 
ideal and a finitely generated, fractional left gY( 3 )-ideal. 

(cl ax, 9) = C9,r,W~, WI* and hence is a projective right 
9(X)-module. 

Cd) End,(,, 23(9, X) = 9JX). 
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Proof: By Theorem 3.15(a), 5Y&F’,5?) generates 5?x@dp-1. Now use 
the proof of Lemma 9.7. 

9.11. LEMMA. Zf 9 is generated by global sections then 

(a) g(Y, X) = [9(5?, .J?),~~,]* and hence is a projective Zeft g(X)- 
module. 

(b) End (9(X, -Wg,(& = g,(S). 

Proof: Since Y is generated by global sections, then so is 2 Qp$ ~8. 
Thus, once again, the proof is analogous to that of Lemma 9.7. 

9.12. PROPOSITION. Let Z(X) be the ideal defined in Corollary 4.4. 
Zf 9 is generated by global sections and H ‘(S, U ) = 0 then 
9(9,9-) 9(5?, 9) = I(%). 

Proof: Let U be an open aftine subset of X. Then 

9(S, -w9,,,, WU)~Qv-, ~)Q,(,, w4Qg((/) B(U) 

2 -woQc(c/) NU)Qg,u, O(U) 

since Y is generated by its global sections 

2 Y(U). 

Since g(S, Yip),,*, is projective, the Tech cohomology argument used in 
the proof of Corollary 7.12 shows that 

QW, ~K3,~~, H’(%-, cY~) z H’(%-, dp) = 0. 

Thus, by Lemmas 9.10(c) and 9.11(a), 

Trace(g(%, 2)) = g(Y, !E) G@(S, U) E I-ann H’(S, OS) = Z(T), 

where the final equality is Corollary 4.4. A similar argument implies that 

gtzn, 9) 00(X) Ho@“, oz) z Ho@-, 6p) # 0 

and so Trace(g(X, 9)) g L(X). Thus Corollary 4.4 forces Trace(g(T, 9)) 
= I(%), as required. 

9.13. THEOREM. Let 57 be a curve with injective normalisation P ’ -+ 3 
and suppose that 9 is an invertible sheaf over 3, generated by global sec- 
tions, and with H’(F, U) = 0. Then G8J%) is Morita equivalent to C@(p’). 

Proof Put L = Q(U, a), L* = 9(X, Y), P = g(%, P’), and 
Q = g(P’, X). Now consider the fractional right 5?(P’)-ideal L*Q z 
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L* @CM 1 Q. Since L*y,,-, is projective, by Proposition 9.1 l(c), and Q,,,‘, 
is projective, by Corollary 3.8, then L*Q is a projective right a(p’)- 
module. Moreover 

(Q*L)(L*Q) = Q*OT)Q by Lemma 9.11 and Proposition 9.12 

= Q*Q since PQ = g( P’ ), by Proposition 3.14 

and I(T) = QP, by Corollary 4.4 

=s?(P’) by Proposition 3.14. 

Thus L*Q g,p” is a progenerator. Since L*QP= L*, by Proposition 9.12, 

g,(T) E End(L*Q,,,‘, ) E End(L&,) = 9&Z), 

where the last equality is Proposition 9.1 l(b). Thus 5?&%) is Morita 
equivalent to g( p’). 

9.14. As a consequence of Theorem 9.13 we can deduce an equivalence 
of categories a la Beilinson-Bernstein. 

COROLLARY. Let X and 2 be as in the theorem. Then the mutually 
inverse functors IJF, -) and 2,@ yg,9’j- make g9-mod and Q,,(3)-mod 
equivalent categories. 

Proof: Retain the notation of the previous proof. We must show that 
the equivalence of categories of Theorem 3.14 is through the “correct” 
functors. Firstly, observe that it is easy to modify the argument in [SS, 
Sect. 6.11 to show that the mutually inverse functors g(rc,O,‘, Y)@)n,Bp,m 
and 9(5?, z*(?~‘)@ g’ym give an equivalence of categories between rrc*gr+‘- 
mod and 9T9-mod. Consider then, the chain of equivalences of categories: 

A routine verification shows that 9(6p, p’) in 9(P’)-mod maps to GJY in 
gF-mod. Thus we must show that 9(6p, IFD’) is a progenerator to prove the 
corollary. Now, in the notation of Theorem 9.13, we have 

9(2?, P’) qLz, PI)* = s?(U, P’) Q(P’, 2) by Lemma 9.7 

2 (PL)( L*Q) = PI(X)Q by Proposition 9.12 

= PQPQ by Corollary 4.4 

= s?(P’) by Proposition 3.14(a). 
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Thus o(PL&Y, P’) is a generator. But g&s) and Q+(lP’) are Morita 
equivalent. Thus, by Lemma 9.7(e) and 1.3, g(Z, P’) is a progenerator; as 
required. 

9.15. By Theorem 9.13, QY(X) has a unique finite-dimensional, simple 
module (up to isomorphism). The last result allows us to identify it. 

COROLLARY. Let X and 9’ be as in the theorem. Then f(Z, 9’) is the 
finite-dimensional, simple 99(.F)-module. 

Proof The chain of equivalences at the beginning of the proof of 
Corollary 9.14 maps r(P’, O,,) to 9. Thus 3 is a simple object of 
gy-mod. The equivalence of categories given by the statement of 
Corollary 9.14 completes the proof. 

9.16. We conclude this section with some examples to illustrate the 
results above. Let X = Xn be the rational projective curve obtained by 
glueing 

O(U)=k+t”+‘k[t] and 0(V)=k[t-‘1 

along 0( Un V) = k[t, t-l]. In particular, 3, is the plane, cuspidal cubic 
curve of Section 5. For each integer m, define an invertible sheaf 
O(m/2n + 1 ), on Zn‘,, by 

QU,O(m/2n+ 1))=8(U) 

and 

r( V, 0(m/2n + 1)) = t’VJ( V) = tmk[t-‘1. 

The reason for this notation is that 8( 1) is a very ample sheaf (embedding 
Xn in P+‘). 

9.17. PROPOSITION. Let Y = O(m/2n + l), for some integer m. If 
0 d m <n - 1 then gS(?&) is Morita equivalent to 9(.!&). Otherwise gp is 
Morita equivalent to 9(p’). Moreover, Conjecture 9.9(d) holds for Y. 

Proof: We only consider the case m 2 0. We leave m < 0 to the reader. 
It is easy to check that 1, tm+2 8 E Q(%‘, 3) and that, moreover, these 
sections generate Y @ gr. It follows, as in Lemma 9.11, that g(U, X) = 
9(X, Y)* is a projective g(s)-module. Hence, similarly to Corollary 7.12, 

ax”, -w%(~) H’(?r, I?y) z H’(X, U) for i=O, 1. (9.17.1) 
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Now, in the notation of 4.4, the possibilities for the trace ideal of Q(F, U) 
are J(Z), I(%), L(Z), or g(F). Since Z(Z) annihilates H’(Z, CT), L(s) 
annihilates H”(%, ce;I,-), and J(Z) annihilates both, we can see which 
possibility occurs from an explicit Tech cohomology computation: 

HO(l”, 2) #O m 2 0. 

H’(if-, 9) ;; 
i 

man. 
n > m 2 0. 

It follows that 

Trace(g(%, 2)) 
= 9(9-) n>maO. 
= Z(X) m Bn. 

If Trace(s(S, 2’)) = g(Z), then, by 9.17.1, H’(?E, 9) and H’(X, 2) are 
simple gY(X)-modules. In the other case, the argument of Theorem 9.13 
and Corollary 9.15 completes the proof. 

9.18. We have already seen that gn,(S) can be Morita equivalent to 
Q?(Z) and 2?(5”). We now show that the third possibility g-,(P’) can 
occur. 

Let 5Y1 be the plane, cuspidal, cubic curve of Section 5 and fix 0 # tl E k. 
Let {U, V} be the open afline cover of 3, defined by 

O(U)=k[t’, t’, (t2-a2)p1] and O(V)=k[tr’]. 

We consider the degree zero, invertible sheaf 9 with sections 

z-(U, Y)=(t-a)O(U) and f(V,.9’)=B(V)=k[t-L]. 

9.19. LEMMA. @(P”, 6p) = r2&3(P’) + (a8 - td -ad2) rB(p’). 

ProojI Write A = k[t, a]. Then 

~(P’,5?)=(t-a)(t2A,,2~~2,+(fd-1)A,,2~~2~)n9(P’) 

=(t’A+(t-a)(td--l)A)nG@(P’). 

It is an easy exercise to show that W = t2&3([Fp’) + (ad - td -cd2) 
z?B(P’) G Q(lP”, 9). Suppose, for a contradiction, that there exists 
EVE g(P’, J.F)\ W. Using the explicit generators of W, an easy degree 
argument allows one to assume that w E k(t - a)d + k[a]. It is easy to see 
that this leads to a contradiction. 
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9.20. PROPOSITION. Let Y be as in 9.18. Then C@J%,) is Morita equiv- 
alent to S1(P1). 

Proof: We must show that Case A of Theorem 9.8 applies and, to show 
this, it clearly suffces to prove that g(P’, Y)m = g(P’, 9). This is a 
straightforward exercise, using Lemma 9.19, and is left to the reader. 
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